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Abstract
This master thesis studied business models of remote services in the context of servitizing
manufacturing companies. From servitization, business model and remote services literature a
conceptual business model for a remote service is developed. This model consisted of nine business
model elements and was tested in practice by a holistic multiple case study at manufacturing companies.
This led to a business model for remote services. This business model can be seen as an extension rather
than a new business model. The model was then used to redesign the business model of Tennant in
order to accommodate remote services. The research leads to a business model approach that can be
used to implement servitization and it leads to an understanding of the role of remote services in
business models and in servitization.
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Management summary
Introduction
Many manufacturing companies are extending their offerings. They are no longer selling pure products,
but they are selling integrated solutions of products and services (Neely, 2008). Oliva and Kallenberg
describe this as a shift on the product service continuum. At one end of the continuum are pure tangible
products and at the other end are pure intangible services. This shift is called servitization. Baines et al.
(2008) define servitization as the innovation of an organizations capabilities and processes to better
create mutual value through a shift from selling products to selling product service systems. In the
servitization literature there are two gaps. The first gap is related to implementing servitization.
Literature recommends companies to servitize, but it does not offer an approach of how to implement
servitization. Within the literature there is a scarcity of articles about the role of remote services in
servitization. This is the second literature gap. This thesis will try to close these gaps. It will develop a
business model for remote services and it will give guidelines for the implementation of remote services.
This led to the following research assignment
Design the business model of a remote service offering in the context of a servitizing manufacturing
company and provide guidelines for the implementation of remote services

The scientific goal is to conduct the research assignment and to bridge the research gaps. To find an
implementation approach for servitization and to identify the role of remote services. The business goal
is to redesign the business model of Tennant to accommodate remote services and to give Tennant
implementation advice.
Research methodology
In order to achieve the scientific goal and the business goal this research is divided into three parts. First
a literature review is performed to develop a conceptual business model for a remote service. This
model is based on servitization and business model literature and helps to describe remote services in
the context of servitizing manufacturing companies. This conceptual framework is then tested in
practice with a holistic multiple case study. Holistic case studies focus on one level of analysis in order to
find patterns of evidence across cases (Yin, 2009). The main unit of analysis are the manufacturing
companies. Eight companies are selected and semi-structured interviews were held to collect qualitative
data. The data are analyzed in a within-case analysis and a cross-case analysis to conduct the research
assignment. The within-case analysis is used to develop a detailed description of the business model
element of the cases. The cross-case analysis is used to identify patterns of similarities and differences
across the cases. Then the conceptual business model is tested and validated in practice. A desired
business model for a remote service is developed. This desired model is then used to redesign the
business model of Tennant to accommodate remote services. Next to business model advice the case
study can also be used to give Tennant implementation advice.
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Results
The literature review resulted in a conceptual business model for a remote service. The business model
elements of Osterwalder (2004) were used to develop this model. The nine elements of the model are;
value propositions, customer segments, channels, customer relationships, key resources, key activities,
key partnerships, cost structure and revenue streams. Business models from servitization and remote
services literature are linked to these elements to develop the conceptual business model.
In the within-case analysis the business model of eight companies with remote services are analyzed.
This resulted in a description of the business models of the cases and in a description of the type of
remote services the companies offered. The cross-case analysis studied the similarities among the cases
as well as the differences between the cases and the conceptual business model for a remote service.
For each business model element variables were identified as variables that were validated from theory
in practice and variables from practice that were new to the theory. The cross case analysis is concluded
with a business model for remote services and consists of the nine business model elements and
variables were validated or added from practice. From the research about the development and
implementation of remote services lessons can be learned. These give guidelines for implementing
remote services.
The current business model of Tennant was analyzed and from the literature and practice a business
model for a remote service was developed. The business model of Tennant was redesigned using the
this model. Next to the business model for remote services an implementation advice was also given to
Tennant.
Conclusions
This thesis develops a business model approach to implement servitization. This approach applied the
model of Osterwalder (2004) to study the role of remote capabilities in the business models of services.
This results in a business model for remote services and guidelines for implementing them. Remote
services have become a commodity. They are more of a disqualifier then a qualifier. The value
proposition of remote services focus on the process of the customer and on improving uptime for the
customer. The target customers of remote services are the part of the installed base for which the
equipment is vital in their production process. Companies develop a separate department for the
services and have a dedicated service sales team. With remote services the customer relationship
strengthens and becomes service driven. More information is shared and more communication is
needed. A downside of remote services is a decrease of customer contact. Key resources for remote
services are technical and software competences to develop the remote condition monitoring and
webportal services. It is interesting to see that the customers do not see the value of remote condition
monitoring, but they do see the value of the information that is gathered by remote condition
monitoring. This leads to a combination of remote condition monitoring with a webportal. On this
webportal information is made available to the customer. Service competences such as service
development, marketing, selling and delivery are also needed. Key activities for remote services are a
helpdesk with telephone repair, remote condition monitoring and a webportal. A partnership is
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developed for the development of the telemetry solution, the connection and the interface of the
webportal. The price of remote services is value based. In the form of modular build up service contracts.
The costs of the services are related to the development of the remote services, the connection and
personnel. The business model for a remote service can be seen as an extension of a service business
model. Changes have to be made in the business model elements to accommodate remote services as
additional service offerings. The business model and implementation advice provide a framework and
handles for companies to develop remote services.
Recommendations
Tennant can use the business model of a remote service that was developed from theory and tested in
practice to redesign their current business model. Next to the business model of a remote service they
should look at the implementation of remote services and at the customer response. From the cases it
was found that the first version of remote services was developed with internal benefits as focus. This
first version was difficult to sell. Then for a second version they involved the customers in the
development and shifted the focus towards customer value. This made remote services sellable.
Tennant should involve their customers in the development of remote services to ensure a sellable
service. To help the customers feel comfortable with the connection of remote services Tennant should
give the customer control over the connection. They also should use VPN connections and firewalls and
the non-disclosures and confidentially agreements should be extended. Tennant should share
information and should be transparent. To counter internal resistance they should pilot the service and
then roll it out across other countries. With remote services the customer contact decreases. Tennant
should understand this fact and they should counter this by adding other points of customer contact.
This can be in the form of planned maintenance or monthly reports of performance. Customers struggle
to see the value of remote condition monitoring, but customers do see value in the information that it
can provide. Tennant should link remote monitoring to a webportal. This way they make the information
of remote monitoring available to their customers and they can deliver value to their customers. The
main driver of remote service satisfaction is the uptime increase that remote services provide. Other
important drivers are the economic benefit, security and information accessibility. Tennant should make
use of this knowledge when the develop their remote services.
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1. Introduction
This chapter will introduce the research by providing the research context, problem statement and
research question, research objectives and contributions and the structure of the report.

1.1.Research context
Traditionally manufacturing companies are offering products, but they are extending their offering with
services. They are no longer selling pure products, but offer integrated solutions of products and
services (Neely, 2008) to meet the customer demand. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) describe this as a shift
on the product service continuum. At one end of the continuum are pure tangible goods and on the
other end are pure intangible services. This shift is called servitization. Baines et al. (2008) define
servitization as the innovation of an organizations capabilities and processes to better create mutual
value through a shift from selling products to selling product service systems. Servitization has three
types of benefits; financial, strategic and marketing. With services a higher margin can be achieved and
services are a source of sustainable revenue. Services have a competitive advantage as they are more
difficult to imitate. Services could also be used to boost product sales and build customer loyalty (Oliva
and Kallenberg, 2003). Customers are demanding more services. The benefits of adding services for the
customers are increased uptime of the equipment and a decrease of maintenance costs. The
maintenance services contribute to the durability of the equipment.
In the literature there are many models about servitization and product services systems (Oliva and
Kallenberg, 2003; Gebauer, 2008; Windahl and Lakemond, 2010; Helander and Möller, 2007; Baines et
al., 2008; Tukker and Tischner, 2004). They recommend companies to servitize, but these models miss a
practical approach for the implementation of servitization. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) and Gebauer
(2008) describe installed base services. In their articles they classify installed base services in a
framework. The services are categorized as transaction-based or relationship-base and as productoriented or process-oriented. Windahl and Lakemond (2010) and Helander and Möller (2007) classify
services in a framework adapted for integrated solutions. An integrated solution is a combination of
physical goods or services or both, plus the knowledge used to provide a specific outcome fulfilling the
customers’ needs. The services can be categorized as product or process oriented and by the ownership
of the product. The ownership of the product can lie with the provider or with the customer. Baines et al.
(2008) define product service systems (PSS) as a special case of servitization, which values asset
performance or utilization rather than ownership and achieves differentiation through the integrations
of products and services that provide value in use to the customer. Tukker and Tischner (2004) classify
PSS in a framework. This classification ranges from pure product to pure service and everything in
between. The embedded value of the offering and the ownership rights are the main criteria for the
classification. So servitization literature provides frameworks to classify services, but how should these
services be developed, implemented and offered?
Business model innovation provides an approach towards the implementation of servitization.
Servitization is defined as the innovation of an organizations capabilities and processes to create mutual
1

value through a shift from selling products to selling product service systems (Baines et al., 2008). One
type of business model innovation is adding novel activities (Amit and Zott, 2010). Servitization adds
services to the offerings of companies. So one can describe servitization as a kind of business model
innovation. A business model approach can then be used to implement servitization.
Every company has business models and behind every product, service or product/service system there
is a business model. Products and services offer value to customers. Business models help define the
value for the customer and the value for the company. A business model supports the delivery of the
value to the customer and company. Products and services are embedded in business models. How
companies do business is becoming as important as what they do. A new product or a new service is
easy to imitate, but a product or a service imbedded in good business model is more difficult to imitate.
The business models of companies are gaining importance. Business model innovation matters, it
represents a under-utilized source of future value. It can be a source of a sustainable performance
advantage and it can be a powerful competitive tool (Amit and Zott, 2012).
Manufacturing companies have service offerings next to their products. They have preventive
maintenance and breakdown services. However these services are easy to imitate. Changing customer
demands and technological advances have them looking at remote services to innovate their services
offerings. Service innovation is accompanied by a change in their business models. The provision of an
integrated solution of products and services is not a radically new business model (Davies et al., 2007).
Davies et al. (2006) describe four capabilities that companies need when they move to offer integrated
solutions of products and services. These capabilities are system integration, operational services,
business consultancy and vendor financing. For the development of these capabilities they build a
framework. The framework consist of three steps; grow the front end, build the back end and refocus.
For these steps the learning process, capability building and the organizational change is described.
Ulaga and Reinartz (2011) also describe a framework of resources and capabilities for offerings
consisting of products and services. In this framework the resources lead to capabilities through which a
competitive advantage can be de achieved.

1.2.Business context
This master research is performed during an internship at Tennant. Tennant is a producer of floor
cleaning equipment. They produce several kinds of sweepers and scrubbers in various sizes. Tennant is
an international company with offices across the world. The sweepers they produce are in the high
quality and price end of the market. Tennant is a B2B seller and reaches their customers directly or via
dealers. Their customers are cleaning companies and companies that clean their own floors. Tennant
provides the cleaning equipment for the core business of cleaning companies. These companies have a
high demand on up-time. Next to the equipment Tennant offers maintenance services. This service
consists of breakdown and preventive maintenance.
At the moment Tennant is providing a maintenance service for their equipment. In the future they want
to extend the maintenance service by implementing remote capabilities. There are several projects
within Tennant that are looking at remote capabilities. The ASK project is a web based database where
maintenance and breakdown related questions can be asked and the answer can be found. At the
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moment this is an internal database but there are ideas to make this into a customer self-service
database. Another project is Telefix, this project is a teleservice where the customer support tries to fix
the problem of the customer remotely. The third project is IRIS this project revolves around telemetry
data. The goal of IRIS is to help Tennant gather telemetry data via a remote connection. These data can
then be used to optimize the machine use and performance and it can be used to schedule preventive
maintenance and lower breakdowns.

1.3.Problem statement and research assignment
There is limited research about the role of remote services for servitizing companies. Remote services
incorporate various technologies and applications (Biehl et al., 2004). Remote services have to be
provide over a spatial distance. They have to make use of information technology and they have to be
maintenance, diagnostics or repair services (Küssel et al.,2000). This makes remote services a special
type of service, but little is known about their role in the service delivery and about the business model
of a remote service. Technological advancement has made remote services available. The customers of
Tennant are asking for remote services and competitors are also developing remote offerings. For
Tennant the problem becomes how to develop and implement remote services. To develop remote
services Tennant will have to change their business model together with the lack of literature about
remote services and servitization this leads to the following problem statement:
Changing customer demands and advancing technology requires Tennant to look at the implementation
of remote capabilities in their services. Tennant needs to know what changes are needed in their
business model in order to accommodate remote services and how to implement remote services in
their offering to increase their service share, remain competitive and retain their customers.
This research will use a business model approach to analyze remote services. This leads to the following
research assignment:
Design the business model of a remote service offering in the context of a servitizing manufacturing
company and provide guidelines for the implementation of remote services
The business model for a remote services will be accompanies by lessons that were learned from theory
and practice about how to develop and implement remote services.

1.4.Research objectives and contributions
This research addresses the research gap between theory and practice in the servitization literature.
Theory suggest manufacturing companies to servitize, but it does not give an approach for companies to
achieve this. Within the literature the addition of remote capabilities to services are neglected. With the
advancement of technology remote capabilities are available, but companies struggle with
implementing them in their services and business models.
This research will give companies an approach to implement servitization. It will adopt a business model
approach to servitization and will then address a neglected aspect of the literature. Using the business
3

model approach remote services will be addressed. The research will lead to a practical approach to
servitization using business models and it will result in a conceptual model for a remote service. This
gives manufacturing companies a guideline for servitization and for incorporating remote services in
their offerings.

1.5.Structure of the report
The report is structured as followed. First the theory is reviewed. To form the basis of the research the
servitization literature will be discussed. Next business model literature is addressed and a business
model theory is selected for this research. Then an conceptual business model for a remote service is
developed. In chapter three the method of the research is presented. The next chapter shows the
results of the within-case and cross-case analyses. Chapter 6 is focused on the redesign and advice for
Tennant. This report ends with a conclusion and discussion.
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2. Theory review
In this chapter the main theoretical findings about servitization, remote capabilities and business models
will be presented. This theory will later be used to develop a conceptual business model for a remote
service . This chapter will discuss servitization first, then remote capabilities and will finish with business
models.

2.1.Servitization
Servitization is the innovation of an organizations capabilities and processes to create mutual value
through a shift from selling products to selling product service systems (Baines et al., 2008). Oliva and
Kallenberg (2003) describe a product service continuum on which companies can make a shift. At one
end of the continuum the company offers pure tangible products and at the other end they offer pure
intangible services. In between are combinations of products and services. For example the offerings of
Canon and Océ. At the beginning of the continuum they sell equipment. The next step for them is rental
equipment. At the service side of the continuum they have an offering where the customer pays per
printed pays and does not have to worry about availability and maintenance.

Figure 1:Product/service continuum

The shift from products to product service systems that manufacturing companies are making is driven
by financial, strategic and marketing drivers. With services a higher profit margin can be achieved, and
services are source of sustainable revenue. Services are more difficult to imitate, which make services a
competitive advantage. Services could also be used to boost product sales and to build customer loyalty.
Not only are there financial, strategic and marketing drivers for companies, customers are demanding
more and more services. Servitization is a way to meet this demand.
In the literature about servitization there seem to be two gaps. There are three literature streams;
installed based services, integrated solutions and product services systems. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003)
and Gebauer (2008) describe the installed base service and classify them in a framework. The services
are categorized as transaction-based or relationship-base and as product-oriented or process-oriented.
Integrated solutions are defined as a combination of physical goods or services or both, plus the
knowledge used to provide a specific outcome fulfilling the customers’ needs. These solutions are
classified by Helander and Möller (2007) and Windahl and Lakemond (2010). In their framework they
categorize them as product or process oriented and by the ownership of the product. The ownership of
the product can lie with the provider or with the customer. Product service systems are decribed by
Baines et al., (2008) as a special case of servitization, which values asset performance or utilization
rather than ownership and achieves differentiation through the integrations of products and services
5

that provide value in use to the customer. Tukker and Tischner (2004) classify product service systems.
Their classification ranges from pure products to pure services and everything in between. The main
criteria for classification are the embedded value of the offering and the ownership rights.
The literature recommends servitizing and categorizes services, but what it lacks is an approach of how
to implement these services. This lack of implementation is the first gap, the second gap is the scarcity
of literature about the role of remote services in servitization. The servitization literature pays little
attention to remote services. Oliva and Kallenberg (2004) mention remote condition monitoring and a
remote helpdesk service, but this is more a description than implementation advice.
Services are more often being delivered remotely enabled by technology. Remote repair diagnostics and
maintenance (RRDM) is a collective term for all kinds of remote services. This ranges from a teleservice
for simple trouble shooting phone calls, to fully integrated computer and network applications that can
monitor performance, diagnose problems and request attention from service technicians (Biehl et al.,
2004). Manufacturing firms can use RRDM as a service to differentiate their product offerings. RRDM are
a tool which can reduce the support costs of the firms. RRDM can also be a new offering leading to a
new source of revenue.

Figure 2:Types of remote services

Remote capabilities can be used to provide services that Oliva and Kallenberg (2003), Gebauer (2008),
Windahl and Lakemond (2010), Helander and Möller (2007) and Tukker and Tischner (2004) describe. In
the case of manufacturing companies these remote capabilities will be added to maintenance and
operational services. This addition leads to helpdesk services, remote repair, remote maintenance,
remote condition monitoring and remote process optimization. Another remote service is a web portal
which provides customers with all kinds of information.

2.2.Business models
Behind every product or service there is a business model. How companies do business is becoming as
important as what they do. A new product or a new service is easy to imitate, but a product or a service
imbedded in good business model is more difficult to imitate. The business models of companies are
gaining importance. Business model innovation matters, it represents an under-utilized source of future
value. It can be a source of a sustainable performance advantage and it can be a powerful competitive
tool (Amit and Zott, 2010). Companies should not only innovate their products and services but also the
6

business models underlying these products and services. Amit and Zott (2010) describe three ways of
business model innovation. One way is by adding novel activities. This from is referred to the content of
an activity system. The content is the selection of activities that are to be performed. Another way of
business model innovation is by linking the activities in novel way. This relates to the structure of an
activity system. The structure describes how activities are linked and in what sequence. The last way of
business model innovation is by changing one or more parties that perform any of the activities and is
related to the governance of an activity system. The governance refers to who performs the activities.
Grefen et al. (2013) develop a conceptual model with four main elements; business strategy, business
models, service composition and business service. In this model the business strategy and business
services are static and the business models and service composition are agile. Their model shows that
one business strategy is related to multiple business models. In this model a business model has one
service composition and a service composition can use multiple business services. Their model describes
how business models are developed from a strategy and realized through service compositions. In this
process business models have a central role.
Literature is recommending manufacturing firms to servitize. They have to start offering services related
to their products. A business model approach addresses the need for a practical way for companies to
implement servitization. With a business model approach companies can add services to their offerings
and they can innovate existing services by utilizing remote capabilities. Servitization can be seen as a
form of business model innovation were companies add novel activities.
2.2.1. Business model theory
There are a lot of articles written about business models, but there is no single clear definition of a
business model. In appendix 1 an overview is given of different business models. Business models are
useful when analyzing companies (Chesbrough and Rosenbloom, 2002). Business models are used to
commercialize products and services (Chesbroug, 2010). Today how companies do business is becoming
as important as what they do. A business model can be seen as a combination of codependent elements.
A change in one element will often effect another element and will require a change or realignment of
other elements (Osterwalder, 2004).
The business model of Morris, Schindehutte and Allen (2005) focuses more on startup companies that
are developing an offering for the first time. Their business model has an entrepreneurial approach. For
this report the focus is on manufacturing firms that are extending their offering with services or that are
innovation their service offerings. The business models of Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002),
Osterwalder (2004), Shafer et al. (2005), Chesbrough (2007) and Johnson et al. (2008) focus on the
business models of existing companies. All the different business model theories describe two processes,
the value creation and the value capturing. When comparing all the different models one notices that all
the business model elements of other models are captured in Osterwalder’s ontology (2004). However
there are exceptions; competitive strategy factors (Morris et al., 2005), strategic choices (Shafer, 2005)
and competitive strategy (Chesbrough, 2008). These factors are related to the strategy of a business and
are therefore not included in the business model (Magretta, 2002). Business models describe value for
the customer and how a company captures and delivers this value without considering competition.
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Strategy is about how to use the business model and how to position the company in the market
considering competitors. This strategic component makes it difficult to make a cross industry
comparison. Because these strategic decisions will differ from industry to industry and from company to
company. Furthermore the models of Johnson et al. (2008) and Shafer et al. (2005) consist of high level
elements. For example the element the profit formula of Johnson et al. (2008) which consists of the
revenue model, cost structure, margin model and resource velocity.
From all the different business model theories that are out there, the business model ontology of
Osterwalder (2004) will be used for this study. This choice is driven by several reasons. First of all the
model of Osterwalder (2004) covers all the elements of other methods. These elements are more in
depth. For example the ontology of Osterwalder (2004) has consists of the elements costs structure and
revenue model where in other business model theories these elements are captured in the same
element. Secondly it is a clear model and has a clear element description. Thirdly the model of
Osterwalder (2004) has no strategic component which makes a cross industry and cross company
comparison possible. Finally the ontology of Osterwalder (2004) is well documented, this improves the
applicability and allows for the comparison of business models of different companies. Osterwalder
(2004) conceptualizes the business model domain in his business model ontology. His ontology
describes a business model for existing companies that can be used for products and services.
Osterwalder (2004) defines a business model as a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and
their relationships and allows expressing a company's logic of earning money. It is a description of the
value a company offers to one or several segments of customers and the architecture of the firm and its
network of partners for creating, marketing and delivering this value and relationship capital, in order to
generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams.
Business area
Offering

Business model
element
Value propositions

Customers

Customer segments
Channels
Customer relationships

Infrastructure

Key resources
Key activities
Key partnerships

Financial viability

Revenue streams
Cost structure

Description
The bundle of products and services that create value for
a specific customer segment
The different groups of people or organizations an
enterprise aims to reach and serve
How a company communicates with and reaches its
customer segments to deliver a value proposition
The types of relationships a company establishes with
specific customer segments
The most important asset required to make the business
model work
The most important things a company must do to make
its business model work
The network of suppliers and partners that make the
business model work
The cash a company generates from each customer
segment
All costs incurred to operate the business model

Table 1: Business model theory of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2009)
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There are two different ontologies of Osterwalder. In his doctoral thesis (2004) he describes one and he
later wrote a book (2009) called “business model generation”. In the book the business model elements
are named differently, but in general the method that is described in his thesis and in the book are the
same. In this report the typology of the book is used.

2.3.Application for a remote service
The business model for a remote service has similarities with business models for other services. This
leads to differences in the business model elements for remote services. For example the key activities
are unique for remote services, but for the element target customers is it an extension of normal
services. In the remainder of this chapter it is explained how remote services effect the business model
elements. For every element a business model is described and then what happens to the business
model when remote services are added.
2.3.1. Value propositions
Capital goods are put to use for their useful life and require services throughout their lifecycle. These
services are product or process related and required by the end-user over the useful live in order to run
it effectively in their operating process (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003) When services are added to the
offering the value changes from being embedded in the product to the value perceived on the basis of
value in use (Vargo and Lusch, 2004). The value is not delivered anymore by the selling of a product but
through the in use output of the product. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) make a distinction in the value
proposition for the end-user. With services focus of the value proposition changes from product
efficacy to the products efficiency and effectiveness within the end user’s process. The price of the
equipment is no longer the most important, but the total cost of ownership is.
With remote services the value for the customer lies in an increase in uptime of their equipment
(Windischhofer et al., 2009; Persona et al., 2007). This increase is realized by remote condition
monitoring that reduces breakdowns. Monitoring increases the efficiency and quality of maintenance,
increases production quality and reduces downtime and maintenance costs. A helpdesk and remote
monitoring reduce the response time and can reduce maintenance costs for the provider (Persona et
al.,2007). Brax and Jonnson (2008) find that it is not the cost savings that customers are interested in,
but the risk reduction. With the addition of services there is a shift of technological and operational risk
towards the provider. For added value the provider must look at the process of the customer and not at
his own process. Remote services lead to an extension of the current situation for value propositions.
The uptime is the focus of the value proposition for services as is the case for remote services.
2.3.2. Customer segments
Capital equipment is put to use for its useful life. These kind of products require service as they progress
through their lifecycle and have associated cost of ownership beyond the purchase price (Oliva and
Kallenberg, 2003). These services are offered to the installed base. Remote services are also offered to
the installed base. Remote condition monitoring is a service that is linked directly to the equipment.
When services make use of remote capabilities this does not change the target customers that
companies are trying to reach. The target customers remain the installed base of the companies.
Manufacturing companies target services at their installed base, this is the case for normal services as
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well as remote services. For remote services companies should focus on the part of the installed base
that have large fleets and high equipment criticality in their production process. Remote services have
the same customer segment so for this element it can be seen as an extension of the business model for
services.
2.3.3. Channels
When adding services to a product offering there are two things that change in relation to the channels.
One thing that changes are the sales channels, because selling a service is different from selling a
product. The second change is the addition of after sales support channels through which the service is
offered and delivered. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) recommend a dedicated sales force and a separate
service organization, because of the difference between selling products and services. With
manufacturing firms there is still a strong product-oriented culture. Developing a separate service
organization helps to grow a service-oriented culture. Forms of after sales support are online support,
maintenance and repair, warranty and upgrades (Goffin, 1999). A direct after sales network, a helpdesk
and an online portal are distribution channels that are used for remote services.
2.3.4. Customer relationships
When extending offerings with services there is a lot more customer contact then with just selling
products. This leads to a change in the customer relationship. Customer relationships tend to get
stronger when services are added. When remote capabilities are added to the services the relationship
further intensifies. With services the relationship is based on service level agreements that represent a
mutually agreed view of the service specifications (Persona et al., 2007). With remote condition
monitoring more information is shared and it requires more communication. The relationship
strengthens towards a partnership. A strong relationship yields the best results according to Tukker and
Tischner (2004). Key factors of the relationship between customer and service provider for remote
services are customer intimacy, trust, cooperation and an increase of transparency (Helander and Möller,
2007; Windischhofer et al., 2009). Services require motivating the customer to the relationship. Services
are processes and communication is needed throughout the relationship. Communication can support
the service co-production. Important is that the manufacturer expresses care towards the customer
instead of opportunism (Brax, 2005). With remote services the relationship between the customer and
provider changes from a product-driven relationship towards a service-driven relationship. A downside
of remote services can be a decrease in customer contact, because the service processes are automated.
2.3.5. Key resources, Key activities and capabilities
Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) identify an independent service organization, a dedicated service sales team
and a service infrastructure as key resources for the provision of services. For remote services
competences are key resources. Technical and software competences are required in order to develop
remote condition monitoring and a webportal. Service competence are needed to develop, market, sell
and deliver the remote services (Windahl et al. 2004).
The key activities are the processes needed to make the business model work (Osterwalder, 2004). With
a servitized offering the key activities expand. Production is no longer the only activity. Next to product
reliability and quality as resources, maintaining the equipment, service development (Kindström, 2010).
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and systems integration are becoming key activities (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003). Service development is
the most important activity. This activity develops the way the value of the service is offered to the
customers. Through what means the service is delivered.
When firms make a move on the product service continuum they are starting to perform new activities.
These services can be basic installed services and maintenance services (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003;
Windahl and Lakemond, 2010). Key activities are preventive maintenance and breakdown service. These
services can be delivered via a telecentre (Morelli, 2002) and via engineers. Remote monitoring can be
used as a tool to improve the maintenance service and is also a key activity (Windischhofer et al., 2009).
Advice and consultancy services as well as customer business process optimization and professional
services (Tukker and Tischner, 2004; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Windahl and Lakemond, 2010) are
other services that can become key activities. These services can also be delivered through the means of
call centers, customer support/service centers and remote monitoring.
Companies are offering integrated solutions of products and services. Integrated solutions literature
identifies capabilities and resources that companies need to provide integrated solutions. Davies et al.
(2007) find that for the provision of integrated solutions no radically new business model is needed.
They find that the providers of integrated solutions depend less on broad based in house product
component capabilities. These providers shift their activities towards the service component in their
offering. Davies et al. (2006) describes a framework for companies to develop integrated solution
offerings. Companies need four service capabilities for integrated solutions; systems integration,
operational services, business consultancy and vendor financing. The framework describes three levels;
grow the front end, build the back end and refocus. For these levels it also describes learning processes,
capability building and organizational change. Next to the framework of Davies et al.(2006), Ulaga and
Reinartz (2011) also develop a framework that describes the resources and capabilities needed to
provide an integrated offering of products and services. They describe installed base product usage and
process data, product development and manufacturing assets, product sales force and distribution
network and the field service organization as important unique resources that are needed to develop
distinctive capabilities. These capabilities are service related data processing and interpretation,
execution risk assessment and mitigation, design to service, hybrid offerings sales and hybrid offering
deployment. With the unique resources the distinctive capabilities are developed in order to gain an
differentiation advantage and a cost leadership advantage in the provision of integrated solutions.
Grefen et al. (2013) develop a conceptual model in which business models are developed from the
strategy of a company. They identify knowledge, employees, assets and capital as resources and coproduction, service integration and knowledge sharing as competences.
2.3.6. Key partnerships
Manufacturing companies starting to move up the product service continuum are often product-based.
They lack developed service infrastructures making external actors for service delivery important
(Kindström, 2010). With servitization value propositions change, new activities are added and other
resources are needed. Companies do not always have the competences and resources needed to
delivered the new servitized value propositions. These resources and competences can be acquired
through partner networks.
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2.3.7. Cost structure
When companies start to provide services for their products major costs are the development of a
separate service organization and a service infrastructure (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003). Maintenance
costs are a big part of the servitized offerings of manufacturing companies. Through remote capabilities
such as a telecentre for remote maintenance and remote condition monitoring these maintenance costs
can be reduced (Persona et al., 2007; Windischhofer et al., 2009). Costs related to remote services are
the development costs of the remote solutions, the connection costs and personnel costs.
2.3.8. Revenue models
In order to make an integrated solution of a product and a service “tangible” for the customer, it has to
be priced on the basis of equipment availability and not on the basis of breakdown and preventive
maintenance costs (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003). With pricing availability the provider assumes the
operating risk, the price is then based on the opportunity cost of machine failure and maintenance costs.
Services should be priced based on value (Windahl et al., 2004).The revenue models then change from
revenue and profit based on unit sales, to one based on service contracts. The revenue models can be
monthly service contracts, but more innovative models are; gain sharing, fixed cost sharing and pay per
unit of use models (Windahl et al., 2004; Tukker and Tischner, 2004). For remote solutions like a remote
condition monitoring, it is important to show the value to the customer (Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003).
The remote capabilities have to be transferred into an offering of higher equipment availability. This
offering has to be priced accordingly giving the customer the ability to quantify the value that is offered.
Services and remote services are often offered modularly in a service contract with a monthly fee.
2.3.9. Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction itself is not a part of the business model. But when offering a product or a service
it is important to look at the customer satisfaction. When developing a business model for the product
or service important drivers of customer satisfaction could influence the decisions made for the business
model elements. When providing services customer satisfaction is an important success factor. Paluch
and Blut (2013) have studied the customer satisfaction in the context of manufacturing companies. They
focused on services utilizing remote capabilities, like remote diagnostics repair and maintenance. They
found characteristics of remote services that are critical for customer satisfaction. These characteristics
are: security, reliability, exchange options, economic benefit, post-provision documentation,
individualization level of process integration and support services.
Next to the drivers of remote service satisfaction, Paluch and Blut (2013) looked at the service
separation and customer integration paradox. Remote services reduce the personal contact between
the provider and the customer, they deliver services without integrating the customer in the service
provision. With remote services the customer contact can decrease. The service contact has a link to the
business model element relationship. The drivers of customer satisfaction effect the service delivery.
Security, reliability, level of process integration and support services influence the business model
elements of key resources and key activities. Exchange options have an influence on the channels.
Economic benefit relates to the elements of costs and revenue models. Post provision documentation
and individualization can be linked to the relationship business model element. Within the business
model elements the drivers of customer satisfaction should be examined. Knowledge about the
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customer satisfaction with remote services can be used to develop a business model that will satisfy the
customers. Especially with the security of the connection and the information that is collected.

2.4.Conceptual business model for remote services
This chapter is about the conceptual business model of a remote service. This model was developed in
the following way. First the business model ontology of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2009) was used as a
framework. The business model elements serve as design parameters. Decisions for the design
parameters are made based on the literature review in the previous chapter. This chapter looked at
business model elements form a remote service perspective. The conceptual business model is the
summary of the application of the nine business model elements for remote services.
Table 2 shows the conceptual business model. The design parameters of the model are the business
model elements. Servitization and remote services literature is used for every element to come up with
an application for remote services. The keywords are the focus points for the business model elements.
These are further explained in the application for a remote service. This leads to a conceptual business
model for remote services developed from the theory. The conceptual business model can be seen as an
extension rather than a new business model. From the servitization and remote services literature it can
be concluded that a remote service offering leads to adaptations in service business models. The effects
of remote services on the business model elements are described in the previous chapter. Table 2 shows
the adapted business model that represents a business model for remote services.
Business model
element (design
parameters)
Value
propositions

Literature

Keywords

Application for a remote service

Brax and Jonnson,2008; Gebauer,
2008; Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003;
Persona et al., 2007; Vargo and
Lusch, 2004; Windischhofer et al.,
2009
Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003;

Customer’s process;
increase of uptime

A value proposition focused on the customer’s
production process. The value for the customers
lies in a higher uptime of the equipment they use
in their production process.

Installed base

Channels

Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Goffin,
1999

Key relationships

Brax, 2005; Brax and Jonnson, 2008;
Helander and Möller, 2007; Oliva
and Kallenberg, 2003; Persona et
al., 2007; Tukker and Tischner,
2004; Windischhofer et al., 2009
Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Windahl
et al., 2004

New distribution
channel; separate
department
Strong relationship
driven; partnerships

The installed base that retains ownership of the
equipment and for which the equipment is critical
in their production process.
Direct after sales and online channels that are
managed by a separate service organization and a
dedicated service sales force.
A strong customer relationship. That transforms
from a product-driven and transactional
relationship to a service-driven relational one.
The relationship will grow towards partnerships.

Customer
segments

Key resources

Key activities

Kindström, 2010; Morelli, 2002;
Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Tukker
and Tischner, 2004; Windahl and
Lakemond, 2010; Windischhofer et
al., 2009

Service
competences;
technical
competences
Maintenance
service; help desk;
remote condition
monitoring
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Production and operational competences.
Through the operational competences the
maintenance services are delivered. A separate
service organization and a service infrastructure
are key resources.
Key activities are maintenance services. These can
be delivered remotely through helpdesk and
remote monitoring. Key activities for a remote
service are a helpdesk with remote repair and
remote condition monitoring.

Key partnerships

Kindström, 2010

Revenue streams

Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003;
Kindström, 2010; Tukker and
Tischner, 2004; Windahl et al., 2004
Oliva and Kallenberg, 2003; Persona
et al., 2007; Windischhofer et al.,
2009

Cost structure

Partnerships for
acquiring
competences;
Service contracts
with a monthly fee

Partnership are formed when the provider needs
to acquire competences or if the services lie to far
from the core business.
Modular service offerings with a service contract
of a monthly fee.

Development costs;
connection costs;
personnel costs

Development costs for the services including the
helpdesk and remote condition monitoring. These
services require a connection leading to
connection costs. For the services additional
personnel is needed.

Table 2:Conceptual business model of a remote service

The business model elements were filled with remote services and servitization literature, but for some
elements the literature is scarce. For these elements another kind of research is needed. For these
elements a case study has to be performed in order to identify the role of remote services in the
business model. The remote service literature did not describe the implementation for remote services.
The case study in help to identify lessons regarding the implementation and development of remote
services. In the literature a view lessons about implementation did come up. These are described next.
Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) and Brax and Jonsson (2008) find that when companies start to offer
services it is important to have a dedicated service sales team, because originally the sales focus on
products. That team will focus on the services rather than the products and it will help increase the
service sales and make the customers aware of the services that are provided.
Bertrand Quélin (2000) describes that partnerships are a way to acquire competences that companies
do not possess themselves.
Brax and Jonsson (2008) find that for remote services trust between the customer and provider is
important. The provider has to share the information they gather with remote condition monitoring in
order to establish a trustful relationship. Secure connections, non-disclosures and confidentiality
agreements also help build trust in the relationship.
Remote services are often provided without customer-provider contact (Paluch and Blut, 2013)
Customers express an desire to be part of the remote service provision in order to maintain control over
the process. Providers should acknowledge the decrease of customer contact. Paluch and Blut (2013)
also identify eight drivers of remote service customer satisfaction. These are security, reliability, level of
process integration, economic benefit, post-provision documentation, exchange options,
individualization and support services.
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3. Methodology
This chapter will explain the methodology used to perform the research assignment of developing a
business model for a remote service. This chapter will focus on how the conceptual model will be tested
in practice.

3.1.Unit of analysis
The empirical data are collected using a multiple holistic case study method (Yin, 2009) as shown in
figure 2. This method can be used to receive an understanding of the business models that are used by
the selected companies. Holistic case studies are focused on one level of analysis in order to find
patterns of evidence across cases. A problem with the holistic design could be a shift in the nature of
the research. To prevent this the research question should be kept the same during the research. In this
study 8 manufacturing companies will be investigated. The cases are the unit of analysis. With
manufacturing companies as unit of analysis the cases are selected in the context of the manufacturing
industry. The resulting business model for remote services can be generalized for the manufacturing
industry. The cross case analysis will compare the cases to find patterns in the industry. The selected
cases are in the same industry and have similar characteristics this lowers the context variability.
However companies still differ from each other. The cases differ on four points. Companies can be hightech or low-tech. they can offer software or hardware oriented remote services. They can offer
standardized or custom solutions and the criticality of equipment in the customer his process can differ.

Figure 3:Multiple holistic case design

3.2.Case selection and design
The cases are selected in the context of the manufacturing industry. The cases were selected from a
pool of companies. This pool consisted of companies in the service cluster of Tennant, participants of a
service about the development of services and of contacts of the Technical University of Eindhoven as
well as Tennant. This were around 50 companies and they are shown in appendix 2. From these 50
companies 8 cases were selected using the following selection criteria. The first selection criterion was
that the company operated in a manufacturing and business to business context. The selected cases
had to produce products and had to offer services. The second criterion was that they had to offer
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remote services for their products. The third and last criterion was that the cases had to have
information about the development and implementation of their remote services.
Within the context of the manufacturing industry the selected cases varied on four points; high-tech or
low-tech, software or hardware oriented remote services, customized or standard offerings and the
criticality in the production process of the customer. This led to the case design shown in table 3. To get
a good view of the business model for a service utilizing remote capabilities the cases ranged from lowtech hardware oriented companies to high-tech software oriented companies.
First the companies that resemble Tennant were selected. These were relatively low tech companies
that made standardized solutions and they had a hardware oriented remote service. The sample was
then extended with other companies to avoid limiting the research with remote services only used by
similar companies. The goal was to see which remote services were out there and then to choose the
option that would work the best at Tennant. For this goal industry leaders are added to the sample and
companies with very different business models. Vanderlande was added as industry leader and Canon
because they have a servitized offering. Canon offers a service where customers pay per printed page.
Software oriented companies are added because they offer a special type of remote service. This service
is a dial in remote software repair service.

Assembléon
Toyota
KONE
CSi

Products

High-tech
Low-tech

Software
hardware

Surface mount technology
Material handling equipment
(forklifts)
Elevators

High tech
Low tech

Canon

Palletizing and transportation
equipment
Printers and copiers

Atlas Copco

Compressed air equipment

Vanderlande
Irmato

Baggage handling equipment
Food packaging equipment

Criticality in the customer
process

Software
Hardware

Standard/
custom
solution
Standard
Standard

High tech/
low tech
High tech

Software/
hardware
Software

Standard/
custom
Custom

Customer specific high-low

High tech/
low tech
High tech/
low tech
High tech
High tech

Software

Standard

Medium

Hardware

Standard

Customer specific high-low

Software
Software

Custom
Custom

High
Customer specific highmedium

High
Medium

Medium

Table 3:Case design selected cases

3.3.Data collection
In order to investigate the business models at company level, qualitative data are used. To ensure
construct validity and reliability of the case study the three principles of data of Yin (2009) are used.
There principles are; use multiple sources of evidence, create a study database and maintain a chain of
evidence. Converging lines of inquiry are developed by using multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 2009).
This process is called triangulation and corroboration and it makes the findings of the case study more
convincing and accurate. Yin (2009) identifies sources of evidence that are commonly used. These are
documentation and archival records, interviews and observations. In this research interviews are used
as data source. The information of the interviews is verified by documents and records. These
documents are the service offerings of the companies. These documents they use when they sell their
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services to their customers. For some cases this information was available on the website. For other
companies these documents were provided during the interviews. Each company provided documents
about their service offering that were later used to verify the interviews. When information was missing
in an interview additional questions were asked in a follow up to the interview.
Interviews
For every case an interview is held. For each company a customer support or service manager is
interviewed. For some companies the interview was held with two employees to ensure that the
questions could be answered. The interviews were focused interviews with a duration ranging from 60
to 90 minutes. The interviews were semi-structured following a line of open ended questions. The base
for the questions is the conceptual business model for a service utilizing remote capabilities as
developed in chapter three. With permission the interviews were recorded and later transcribed. The
interview guide is included in appendix 3. Missing data led to additional questions. These questions
were answered by means of a follow up of the interview.
Documents and records
The companies that are interviewed have remote service offerings. There is a lot of documentation
about these offerings. From a customer perspective there are documents that show the value
proposition and the revenue model. Furthermore internal documents show how the services fit in the
existing offerings of the companies. These documents are used to verify the data of the interviews. This
is needed because, the response of an interviewee can be biased, poorly recalled or inaccurately
articulated (Yin, 2009). The documents were acquired from the website or they were provided during
the interviews as shown in table 4.

Website
Provided
during
interview

Assembléon Toyota
X
X
X

KONE
X
X

CSi
X

Canon
X

Atlas Copco
X
X

Vanderlande Irmato
X
X
X

Table 4: documents and records

Observations
The research is a multiple holistic case study. This means that no observations can be collected
regarding the different cases. Observations that are collected are informal conversations at Tennant.
These observations provide information about the current situation at Tennant and about the way
customers look at remote services. The construct validity and reliability is ensured by using the data
principles of Yin (2009), but this is weakened by the absence of observations of all the cases.
Case study database
The case study data are documented in a database. This can enable other researches to review the
evidence without being limited to case study descriptions and it increases the reliability of the case
study. The database includes the case study notes and the transcribed interviews. The third principle of
Yin (2009) is to maintain a chain of evidence. A case study database will enable readers to trace back to
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the evidence of the conclusions. This will be achieved by clear referencing between steps in the case
study process.

3.4.Data analysis
The data from the interviews resulted in a dataset of over 100 pages qualitative data. These data are
reduced in a first step to a relevant set of data of 40 pages with an average of 5 page per case. This
reduction is achieved by assigning citations to the business model elements. The set of relevant data
was still too large to include in this report. The next step for data reduction was coding. The interviews
were coded using an a priori method. The business model elements with the key words are shown in
table 5. Relevant parts of the interviews were then assigned to the codes. The business model elements
were the basis of the codes, but when things came up in the interviews additional codes were assigned.
For example when the interviews were about the target customer the part was first coded as target
customer. Later it became clear that within the target customer a distinction can be made between the
installed base with a large fleet and the installed base with high criticality. The installed base, a large
fleet and high criticality became additional codes for the target customer. For the implementation there
was a limited theoretical background, so when topics showed up in multiple interviews this also became
a code. For example within implementation every company talked about non-disclosures and
confidentiality. The software program Nvivo was used to code the interviews. With this program codes
and sub codes like target customer and installed base can be assigned to parts of a text. This program
can be used to code all the interviews. Within the program it is then possible to read back all the
assigned codes and text from every interview. This is very helpful for the analysis and comparison of the
cases. Some of the interviews were in English where others were in Dutch. The chosen words for coding
of were translated.
Topic
Value propositions
Customer segments
Channels
Customer relationships
Key activities
Key resources
Key partnerships
Cost structure
Revenue streams
Customer satisfaction

Implementation

Key words
Uptime; customer’s process; fleet management; asset control; decreasing burdens;
Installed base; large fleets; high criticality
New distribution channel; Separate service department; dedicated sales force;
helpdesk; webportal
Stronger relationship; service based; lock-in effect; partnership; information sharing;
communication; cooperation
Helpdesk with phone repair; remote condition monitoring; dial-in repair; webportal
Services competences; marketing; selling; developing; delivery; technical competence
Connection; development telemetry/remote monitoring; webportal
Development; travel costs; license costs; connection; personnel
Service contracts; extra service on top of full service; part of total responsibility
Uptime; security; reliability; exchange options; economic benefit; post provision
documentation; individualization; level of process integration; support services;
connection control; customer contact; easy access; administrative burden
Development; internal benefits; customer value; customer involvement; dedicated
sales; connection control; connection security; non-disclosures, confidentiality;
transparency; piloting; customer contact; data quality

Table 5:Topics and Keywords

With interviews there can be intersubjectivity. To avoid different interpretations of the interviews, all
the interviews were recorded and transcribed. Then the interviewees were asked to verify the
transcriptions. Archival records and service offerings for the companies were used as additional
resource to verify the information from the interviews.
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In the results a short case description will be given. Followed by the characteristics of the companies and
the types of remote services the companies offer. Then the cross-case analysis will be presented. The
cross-case analysis compares the manufacturing companies on the business model elements to find
implications for the conceptual business model for a remote service. The case findings will be used to
adapt the framework. The analysis will result in a modified framework of a business model for a remote
service. With the analysis there are several possibilities. The first option is that the literature identified a
relevant option for the business model element and that this is confirmed by the case study. The second
is that what the literature identified to be relevant is not confirmed. The third option is that the case
study identify a relevant option that is not identified by the literature. This option will result in a
contribution to the theory.

Figure 4:Case data analysis

3.5.Research approach
The research approach is described in this chapter. This research started with a literature review. The
business model ontology of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2009) was used to develop a conceptual business
model for remote services. This model consists of nine business model elements. These elements were
filled with remote service and servitization literature to develop the conceptual business model. This
model was then tested in a case study. Eight companies were selected and interviews were held with
these companies. The interviews were about the conceptual business model and about development
and implementation of remote services. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. The next step
was to reduce the interview data and to verify the data using archival records of the companies. The
interviews were coded using an a priori method. The codes were the business model elements and the
keywords identified in the theory. The within-case and cross-case analysis led to an business model for a
remote service. This business model was then used in the redesign phase. In this phase a business model
that accommodated remote services was developed for Tennant.
The strength of this approach and the research lies in the selection of the cases and the quality of the
interview data. This contributed to the development of the business model extension for remote
services. However in using this approach the research is also limited to the conceptual business model
that was identified in at the start. The case study itself followed a holistic case design and as a result no
observations could be made at the different companies. This weakened the construct validity and
reliability. The validity is ensured by using documents and records to verify the information from the
interviews.
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4. Results and analysis
4.1.Results of the within case analysis
This chapter will describe the cases and will give the within case analysis. For each case the business
model will be presented.
4.1.1. Assembléon
Assembléon is a producer of surface mount technology. They started out as a part of Philips and are now
present in all the major electronic manufacturing regions including, The Netherlands, USA, Singapore,
China and Hong Kong. They produce surface mount technology equipment and provide related services
for several markets. This markets are semiconductor backend and substrate manufacturing, memory
manufacturing, safety critical applications, mobile and consumer products, industrial applications and
evaluation and prototyping. Assembléon is a B2B seller and is an high-tech company. Their customers
are original equipment manufacturers and contract equipment manufactures. Contract manufactures
are cost price driven. With the equipment of Assembléon being used in the production process of
contract manufactures there is a price pressure. Assembléon is a high tech company and their remote
services are software oriented. The characteristics and types of remote services of Assembléon are
presented in table 6.
Characteristics Assembléon
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Surface mount technology
High-tech
Software oriented remote services
Standardized solution
High criticality in the process of the customer
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
condition monitoring; remote maintenance of hard-and
software with a dial in connection; remote process
optimization

Table 6: Characteristics Assembléon

Assembléon is positioned at the beginning of the product service continuum. They offer maintenance
services for their equipment. The ownerships of the products lies with the customer. The customers of
Assembléon are original equipment and contract manufactures. Their customers are cost price driven
leaving them with low margins on their equipment. With services and especially remote services they
can achieve higher margins. For Assembléon the remote services are part of the strategy. With these
services they can reduce maintenance costs and increase service revenues. Assembléon started a
remote monitoring project in 2005 with the introduction of a new machine. At the beginning of the
project it was internally focused and during the project it became clear that remote monitoring had
value for the customer. With remote services the customers with extended warranty and full service
contracts increased to 65 percent. The remote service helped to increase the service share. Assembléon
has adapted their business model to accommodate remote services. In table 7 the decisions related to
remote services for each business model element are shown.
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Business model
elements Assembléon
Value propositions
Customer segments
Channels
Customer
relationships
Key activities
Key resources

Key partnerships
Cost structure
Revenue streams

The value proposition focuses on uptime. Their services offer a higher uptime and
remote capabilities are a used as a tool to deliver this.
Installed base
The service delivery is directly or through dealers and there is telephone customer
support
They have a strong relationship because the equipment is essential in the production
process of the customer. The relationship intensified because there was an information
exchange and closer cooperation.
Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance with support center, remote
condition monitoring, remote repair, telephone repair
Assembléon needed two kinds of resources. They needed the technical expertise to
develop remote services. These technical competences were present at Assembléon. A
service competence was needed. They needed to market, sell and develop services. This
was acquired through experience. Their IT department needed to have a customer focus.
The IT department received a training for this goal.
A data crunching competence (transferring all the data received in useful information)
was acquired through a partner. And a partner for the network connection.
The remote service reduced maintenance costs related to travel costs and travel time of
engineers.
With remote service there was a change in the distribution of revenue, as the service
allowed for higher margins. The services are build up modular. So every extra service is
on top of the previous one. Customers pay a monthly fee for the remote services. This
fee is about 6% of the full service contract.

Table 7:Business model Assembléon

Assembléon offers their remote services on a modular way were customers pay an monthly fee.
Throughout the development they encountered two problems. First of all the customers did not want to
be connected. They solved this be giving the customer the control over the connection by putting an
physical switch in the system. This switch needs to be turned in order to be connected. Assembléon also
uses firewalls and a VPN connection. With remote services and the data they collected they sign nondisclosures and confidentiality agreements. The second problem they encountered was the internal and
external resistance. Internal resistance was overcome by piloting the service. By piloting the service they
showed the success. The external resistance was overcome by showing cost saving examples to their
customers. In this way they saw the value of remote condition monitoring and became willing to pay for
it.
4.1.2. Toyota Material Handling
Toyota Material Handling produces a series of material handling equipment; pallet trucks, forklifts,
towing tractors. Toyota material handling is a worldwide company and they provide material handling
solutions. They focus on a rental market that consists of 60% of their total business. Their customers are
organizations with warehouses in need of material handling. They provide several services for the
equipment. With normal service contracts ranging from no service, to full service. They provide
breakdown as well as a preventive maintenance service. With the rental services Toyota is responsible
for the maintenance of the equipment and there are uptime agreements. Rental trucks always have a
full service contract. Next to the maintenance and rental services Toyota material handling has a service
called I_Site. This is a fleet management solution that helps to reduce costs, improve productivity, check
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safety and optimize machine and battery usage as well as lifetime. The products of Toyota are hardware
oriented and their remote service is focused on remote condition monitoring. Toyota is relatively low
tech. Table 8 shows the characteristics of Toyota.
Characteristics
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Material handling equipment (forklifts)
Low-tech
Hardware oriented remote services
Standard
Medium criticality in the customer his process
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
condition monitoring; remote process optimization;
webportal

Table 8:Characteristics Toyota

Toyota started in 2000 with a remote project. The majority of Toyota’s customers hire equipment. The
project was started to better maintain the fleets and to be able to deliver higher uptime. When looking
at the service where customers hire the equipment and Toyota delivers availability, this service can be
placed at the service end of the product service continuum. Toyota delivers a service and the ownership
of the product stays with Toyota. During the remote services project the I_Site webservice was
developed. I_Site has a customer focus. The hired equipment has the remote solutions and else it is an
option for the customer. More than 60% of the trucks of Toyota are equipped with remote monitoring.
Toyota is focused on the rental market, to provide availability of trucks. Remote services help to deliver
the promised availability cost efficiently. Their business model is developed around an online service
called I_Site. In table 9 the business model elements of Toyota are shown.
Business model
elements
Value propositions

Customer segments
Channels
Customer
relationships
Key activities
Key resources

Key partnerships
Cost structure

I_Site solution improved value proposition through fleet control, process optimization
and remote condition monitoring. Driver damage was detected and could be reduced.
Battery life could be improved and it was made sure that the customer had the right
equipment for their needs.
Larger customers in the installed base
Direct after sales channel, with a service center and online channel. Toyota has a
separate service division. Separate sales department for services.
Strong relationship, shifted from product to service driven. Discussions are based on
facts. Stronger communication and shared information.
Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance with a support center and with
mechanics, remote condition monitoring, telefix and the online information of I_Site.
Production and technical competences in house to develop the remote service system.
They needed service competences, such as service development, service marketing and
service selling which they developed through experience by setting up a separate service
department.
Partners for the 3G connection and the development of the telemetry box.
The cost for Toyota are development costs and connection costs. Through I_Site they
could reduce the back office costs. There are also internal efficiency benefits.
Maintenance costs are reduced.
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Revenue streams

Customers pay a monthly fee. I_Site became a new source of revenue. With a high
margin and service revenues are a main contributor of the total revenue. The services
are offered in a modular way. I_site costs 50 euros per site and from 20 to 80 euros per
extra forklift depending on what options the customer wants.

Table 9:Business model Toyota

Toyota delivers value to their customers by providing information collected by remote condition
monitoring. With their service I_Site this information is made available to their customers. This solution
is focuses on fleet management. Toyota used their key accounts to develop the I_site solution. This
helped to provide a solution to the customer need. With I_Site the customer decided when the trucks
communicate. Toyota tries to be fully transparent with the data they presented to their customers. They
show the service reports, breakdowns, preventive maintenance and the performance of the trucks as
well as the performance of Toyota.
4.1.3. KONE
KONE is a company that produces and maintains elevators, escalators and moving walkways. Kone
Netherlands is part of the parent company in Finland. KONE is a worldwide player and is among the top
three in the elevator business. Worldwide they have around 35000 employees. Within the Netherlands
around 1000 employees. KONE is an innovating company. Their customers are construction companies
that build offices and companies that build housing. But also airports and hospitals. With safety
regulations every elevators has to have a telephone connection and a maintenance contract. With these
regulations KONE is not only producing elevators they also monitor and provide services for the
elevators. They have a monitoring service as well as breakdown and preventive maintenance services.
KONE faces regulations that make a speak-listen connection mandatory. The remote services of KONE
focus on remote condition monitoring and an online portal. KONE combines the hardware for the
movement in the elevators with the software for monitoring. Their remote services are hardware
oriented, because they cannot make reset and repair remotely. Due to regulations a mechanic has to be
on site. What they can do remotely is control the floors the elevator visits. Table 10 shows the
characteristics of KONE.
Characteristics
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Elevators
High-tech/low-tech
Hardware/software oriented remote services
Standard/custom
Customer specific criticality ranging from high to low
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
condition monitoring; remote maintenance of hard-and
software with a dial in connection; remote process
optimization; webportal

Table 10:Characteristics of KONE

KONE already had a remote connection, because of a mandatory speak/listen connection. Then they
added remote monitoring. The remote project started in 1990. Their remote solutions focus on
internally efficiency benefits. They found out that the customer is interested in the information gathered
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by remote monitoring and made it available via a webportal. KONE is at the product end of the
continuum. They sell elevators and service is mandatory. The maintenance service can be provided by
KONE or others. Today remote monitoring is build in every new elevator. With remote services the
business model of KONE changed. The related business model elements of KONE are shown in table 11.
Business model
elements
Value propositions

Customer segments
Channels
Customer
relationships
Key activities
Key resources

Key partnerships

Cost structure
Revenue streams

The added value for the customer is increased uptime, but they do not perceive it. For Elink the value is asset control. The value for KONE lies in reducing maintenance cost by
better planning preventive maintenance and decreasing breakdowns.
Installed base
A direct after sales center and the online E-link channel. KONE has a separate service
organization.
Stronger relationship depending on how critical the elevator is for the process of the
customer. Discussion based on facts and E-link based on customer need. The
relationship is becoming more service based.
Preventive maintenance, breakdown with support center and mechanics and remote
condition monitoring. E-link online information and asset control
When a project is successful KONE buys the rights from the partnership and acquires the
competences from that partnerships. KONE needed competences to develop the module
and it needed service competences like service development, marketing and selling.
KONE uses partners for the development of new projects. For the development of the
module and for the connection. For the connection they have a partner that provides
sim-cards.
The cost for KONE are connection costs, the cost of the module are almost negligible and
the system is built in the software.
Monitoring does not have an effect on the revenue, as customers are expecting the
service and are not willing to pay for it. If you do not have it customers will go to a
competitor. E-link does have an effect as it is a separate service. Services are offered
modularly.

Table 11:Business model KONE

KONE uses their speak-listen connection to send data that are collected by remote monitoring. This
information is also made available to the customer via an information service. With the development of
remote services KONE tried to change their way of working. Instead of coming 4 to 5 times a year to do
preventive maintenances they tried to do it once a year and then respond to the remote condition
monitoring system. Although elevator performance increased customer satisfaction decreased because
of less customer contact. This forced KONE to change back to their old way of performing preventive
maintenance. KONE realized that the customer is not willing to pay for the remote condition monitoring,
but the customer is willing to pay for the information that is collected by remote condition monitoring.
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4.1.4. CSi
CSi as a producer of palletizing and transportation equipment. They provide palletizing solutions for an
international market. Their customers are in the fast moving consumer goods industry, tobacco, dairy
and care. For these industries CSi delivers equipment to palletize and transport boxes at the end of the
production line. Originally CSi is a project organization that builds equipment customer specific, but they
are now moving towards modular standardized solutions. With these solutions they are developing
remote services. At the moment CSi can access the equipment remotely via a dial in connection. Next to
the products they produce they provide a breakdown and preventive maintenance service. The remote
service of CSi focuses on a dial in connection and software repair. The remote solution of CSi is therefore
software oriented and CSi is a high tech company. Table 12 shows CSi their characteristics.
Characteristics
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Palletizing and transportation equipment
High-tech
Software orientated remote services
Custom
Medium criticality in the customer his process
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
maintenance of hard-and software with a dial in
connection;

Table 12:Characteristics of CSi

CSi developed the remote solution to be able to respond quicker to breakdowns. In their offering
focuses on the equipment and they are at the beginning of the product service continuum. They have a
small remote service organization. Five dedicated computers and two operators. They started ten years
ago with the remote breakdown service. One software engineer build the option in for one project.
Then they found out the it was a good solution and transferred the remote option to the service
department. That department made it into a service that is now sold on almost every machine. For the
remote repair service of CSi the decisions for the business model elements are shown in table 13.
Business model
elements
Value propositions

Customer segments
Channels
Customer
relationships
Key activities

The value for the customer is a decrease of downtime when a breakdown occurs. For CSi
the value is a decrease of maintenance costs, because of a decrease in travel time and
costs. There is an increased customer loyalty because of the dedicated solution to
decrease their downtime. The remote repair solutions is a way to keep in touch with
their customers.
Installed base
A separate service organization as direct after sales network. And a remote dial in
connection.
A strong customer relationship because of the customized solution. With remote repair is
increased. CSi made an effort to minimize customer downtime with a dedicated
connection and solution.
Preventive maintenance, breakdown service with support center, a remote repair service
and telefix.
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Key resources

Key partnerships
Cost structure

Revenue streams

Internally there were technical and software competences. The service competences
were developed through experience. These competences were related to service
development, marketing, selling and delivery.
The only partner that is used is the supplier of robotic arms, they have a monitoring
option which CSi sometimes uses. And providers for the connection.
The cost for CSi are related to the connection and the software licenses and personnel
costs. Through the remote repair service breakdown costs are reduced for the customer
and for CSi.
The overall revenues did not change. The distribution did change. There is a high margin
with services. The fees for customers are based on expected use and there are also prepaid constructions. Services are offered in a modular way.

Table 13:Business model CSi

CSi only provides a reactive remote breakdown support. For this support they dial-in remotely and then
they can make software changes in the equipment. CSi has contracts with call windows for this service
and customers can buy a pre-paid card for the service.
4.1.5. Canon
Canon is a manufacturing company that sells printers. They are an international company that have
business units all across the globe. These regional headquarters are working separately from each other
in order to optimize the market in their region. Next to selling printers they also provide services. One of
these services is the managed print service. With this service Canon provides a printing solution and the
customer is assured working printers for which they pay per page. The remote solutions of Canon are
software oriented. Relative to the other cases Canon is a high-tech/low-tech company. Their service
offering is provided through hardware and software for remote condition monitoring. In table 14 the
characteristics of Canon are summarized.
Characteristics
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Printers and copiers
High-tech/low-tech
Software orientation
Standard
Medium criticality in the process of the customer
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
condition monitoring; remote maintenance of hard-and
software; remote process optimization; webportal with
self service

Table 14:Characteristics of Canon

Canon offers a managed print service, with this service the customer pays per printed page and Canon is
responsible for the availability and maintenance. When positioning this service on the product service
continuum the service is on the service side. Canon introduced the service in 2004. They had a
monitoring service and all the information was made available to the customer via a webportal. Canon
started the development as a new source of revenue. The webportal was developed to open up a new
service channel for the customer. Canon is focused on customer satisfaction and their remote services
increased the satisfaction. Especially the webportal and the self-service which were developed to fulfill
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customer needs. Over the years Canon has established a large managed print services contract base.
The business model behind the remote services of Canon is presented in table 15.
Business model
elements
Value propositions

Customer segments
Channels

Customer
relationships
Key activities
Key resources

Key partnerships

Cost structure

Revenue streams

The value of the self-service portal and remote monitoring and repair is increased
uptime. The managed print service takes over the whole process and lets customer pay
per page. The value of this is taking away the administrative burden.
Installed base and new customers in business and professional areas
A direct after sales network with a separate sales organization, a helpdesk and an online
channel. Canon also has a separated sales force for services.
They have also dealers for which they provide the services.
A strong service driven relationship. They provide a printing solution where the customer
pays per page. Canon has a direct sales force maintaining the customer relationship.
With their remote services the customer contact decreases.
Preventive maintenance, Breakdown maintenance, teleservice, remote condition
monitoring, internet portal, software remote repair, remote self service
Technical skills for the development were available internally. The difficulty was in the
operational organization. Service marketing, development and sales competences were
needed. Canon acquired these by developing a separate service organization and hiring
people with these competences.
For the development of the remote services Canon did not use partners. The partners
that they use are their dealers, distributors and system integrators. These sell their
products and services.
The cost for Canon are related to the development of the remote services and the
development of the separate service organization. With these services they were able to
reduce the back office costs.
The new services led to new incremental revenue streams with high margins. With the
managed print service the total revenue is shifting towards a high share of services.

Table 15:Business model Canon

Canon has a totally different business model instead of selling equipment they sell services. With their
managed print service customers do not buy equipment, but they buy the service to print. Next to the
managed print service Canon still sells equipment. The remote connection of Canon is unidirectional to
make customers feel comfortable. Canon also has a webportal where all the contract, maintenance and
performance data is presented. This portal can be extended with a self-service option.
4.1.6. Atlas Copco
Atlas Copco is a compressed air company. They produce compressors and produce everything that has
to do with compressed air. They dry and filter the air. Customers of them are in the mining industry,
construction industry, and medical industry. For the medical industry they produce generators as well as
clean air compressors. For these products they also provide services. There is a breakdown service,
preventive maintenance service and a monitoring service. Atlas Copco is an international company that
work with dealers all over the world. For the market in the Netherlands they do not use dealers, in this
case everything goes via their main office in Zwijndrecht. Atlas Copco is a hardware oriented company
and their remote solutions focus on remote condition monitoring. The characteristics of Atlas Copco are
presented in table 16.
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Characteristics
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Compressed air equipment
High-tech/low-tech
Hardware oriented remote service
Standard
Customer specific criticality ranging from high to low
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
condition monitoring; remote process optimization;
webportal

Table 16:Characteristics of Atlas Copco.

Atlas Copco has a remote service that is part of the full responsibility contract. This is a service offering
related to their equipment. As the ownership of the equipment is with the customers the offering of
Atlas Copco can be positioned in the beginning of the product service continuum. They are taking steps
forward with the addition of services. Atlas Copco wants to take away the burden of maintenance for
their customers and they do so by providing remote condition monitoring and taking over the
maintenance. They first started to develop a remote solution 15 years ago. Then the data was sent via
telephone connection nowadays it is sent via a sim-card connection. With their monitoring they can get
pre-warnings of breakdowns and they can monitor the performance and the process. In every machine
monitoring of operational hours is build in free. This then can be extended to monitoring of parts and
performance and processes. In table 17 the business model behind the remote service of Atlas Copco is
presented.
Business model
elements
Value propositions
Customer segments
Channels
Customer
relationships

Key activities
Key resources

Key partnerships
Cost structure

The value of remote condition monitoring is increasing uptime and performance while
decreasing the administrative burdens for the customers.
Installed base, and customers with compressed air equipment of other providers
A direct after sales network. A separate service is responsible for everything that has to
do with services. A telephone help desk.
When the equipment is critical to the process of the customer the relationship gets
stronger. Atlas Copco focuses on taking away the administrative burden of their
customers. They deliver a performance and they take care of the maintenance. It is
becoming a service driven relationship.
Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance with phone support, telefix, remote
condition monitoring.
The technical and the service competences that were needed were present internally at
Atlas Copco. They had technical competences to develop the remote monitoring system
and the sales competences to sell the system.
Atlas Copco does not work with partners. They develop everything internally, but for the
connection with sim-cards they do have a partner.
For Atlas Copco the costs are related to the employees that have to be available 24/7.
There are also connection costs but these have decrease over the years and are now
almost negligible.
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Revenue streams

There is an increase in revenue with remote services. With remote services there is a
higher customer share. Atlas Copco delivers more services in that case compared to the
product. With remote condition monitoring the distribution of revenues shifted from
products more towards a higher service share. Customers pay a monthly fee of about
10% of the full responsibility contract.

Table 17:Business model Atlas Copco

Atlas Copco provides a remote monitoring service to increase uptime of the equipment and to decrease
the administrative burden of their customers. The service of Atlas Copco is hardware oriented, when
problems are detected the customer is called. The customer then tries to fix the problem with
instructions via telephone or an mechanic is sent.
4.1.7. Vanderlande
Vanderlande is a high tech company that is active in three business areas; baggage handling,
warehousing and parcel & postal. They sell a whole system to handle the material. With the material
handling equipment they provide services; a remote service, a remote and call out service and an on-site
service. With the remote service, Vanderlande can connect remotely to look into the software of the
equipment of the customer. Remote and call out is a remote service and when they cannot fix the
problem they sent an engineer. Onsite is a service where Vanderlande has engineers 24/7 at the
customer site to fix every problem. The main office of Vanderlande is in Veghel and the sell their
equipment internationally. They are the market leader in these kind of solutions. They are different from
the competition because they made the solutions more software depended instead of hardware
depended. Vanderlande is Characterized in table 18.
Characteristics
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Baggage handling equipment
High-tech
Software oriented remote service
Custom
High criticality in the customer process
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
condition monitoring; remote maintenance of hard-and
software with a dial in connection; remote process
optimization; webportal

Table 18:Characteristics of Vanderlande

Vanderlande started to develop remote services 10 years ago. They went from being a mechanically
oriented company to being an IT oriented one. Remote services fit this strategy of IT orientation. Their
offering can be placed at the product side of the continuum, but they are taking steps towards the
service end. They can offer maintenance remote, remote and on site or they can take over the whole
operation of the equipment. Nowadays they every new project has a remote monitoring option.
Vanderlande has a large service and IT department that is responsible for the remote services. With
their hotline the expertise of product engineers and mechanics is made available to the customers. The
business model supporting the remote services of Vanderlande is described in table 19.
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Business model
elements
Value propositions
Customer segments
Channels

Customer
relationships
Key activities

Key resources

Key partnerships
Cost structure
Revenue streams

The value proposition of the services focuses on uptime. Remote condition monitoring is
a tool to achieve higher uptime.
Installed base
Vanderlande has a direct after sales network. They have a separate service department
which includes IT and monitoring. They have a hotline, dial in connection and online
channel.
Vanderlande has a strong relationship with their customers. Their high tech customized
solutions create a lock-in effect. Only Vanderlande can supply the remote services. With
remote they can be proactive. The relation focuses on the uptime for the customer.
Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance, hotline, remote repair, remote
condition monitoring, remote optimization, remote process monitoring, internet portal,
webcam service.
Vanderlande has a lot of technical and service competences. They had all the
competences needed for the development. This ranges from technical and software
competences to develop the system to service development, selling, marketing and
delivery competences.
Vanderlande is an internal oriented company that does not make use of partners to
develop.
The costs of Vanderlande are related to the employees that need to be available 24/7
and development for keeping up with the latest technology.
Vanderlande had no direct effect of the revenue. Customers expect them to have a
remote service. So the effect is more indirect, without the remote service they would not
sell the system. Remote services led to more service orders and the service share of the
total revenue is growing.

Table 19:Business model Vanderlande

Vanderlande offers a paid hotline service and remote condition monitoring.
4.1.8. Irmato
Irmato produces customized food packaging solutions. For example a machine that sorts paprika in
weight and packages them in boxes of 100g. With these machines the service organization is involved
from the start of the project. These services are installation, breakdown and preventive maintenance
services. Irmato sells solutions internationally and delivers them from their main office in Veghel. Their
customers are in food and are in need of packaging equipment. Irmato is a high-tech company that sells
in a B2B environment. Irmato focuses on a dial in connection for remote repair. Characteristics of Irmato
are presented in table 20.
Characteristics
Products
High-tech/ low-tech
Software/hardware orientation
Custom/standard solution
The criticality of the equipment in the process of the
customer
Type of remote services

Food packaging equipment
High-tech
Software oriented remote service
Custom
Customer specific criticality ranging from high to
medium
Helpdesk service with telephone repair; remote
maintenance of hard-and software with a dial in
connection;

Table 20:Characteristics Irmato
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Irmato provides a reactive remote breakdown service for their equipment. Their offering is focused on
the equipment and can be positioned at the beginning of the product side of the product service
continuum. At the moment they have a small remote service department consisting of several dedicated
computers and a service manager. Two service mechanics man the remote breakdown service. The
remote dial in solution was first developed in 2005 for one project. Irmato recognized the benefits of the
remote breakdown service and then build the option in for every new project. The remote service of
Irmato focuses on remote repair and diagnostics via a dial in connection. The business model behind this
service is shown in table 21.
Business model
elements
Value propositions
Customer segments
Channels
Customer
relationships
Key activities
Key resources

Key partnerships
Cost structure
Revenue streams

The value of the remote offering is decreased downtime and a quicker breakdown
response.
Installed base
At the moment there is one service manager how directs the mechanics. In the future a
separate service department will be developed.
Irmato has a strong relationship because of the customized solution they offer. The
dedicated remote offerings strengthen the relationship. The remote services are there to
reduce downtime for the customer.
Preventive maintenances, breakdown maintenance, remote repair, dial in connection.
The technical capabilities for the development were present at Irmato. They only needed
a half day of training to train the customers and operators to be able to use the dial-in
connection.
Irmato does not work with partners. The software in their equipment is customized for
one customer. They alter the software in parts of suppliers.
The costs of the remote connection are related to the connection module, employees
manning the dial in and the 24/7 availability of the phone service.
The onetime fee comes on top of the system costs. So including it had a relatively low
impact on the total revenue. The remote services led indirectly to more service orders.
This leads to a larger share of service revenue of the total.

Table 21:Business model Irmato

Irmato is currently re-organizing their service department. At the moment the dial in customer support
is free, but in the future they are looking to make it a paid service. They are developing a separate
service department to further develop, market, sell and deliver their remote services.

4.2.Results of the cross case analysis
The cross-case analysis will focus on the similarities and differences of the cases. The goal of this analysis
is to deduct design parameters for a remote service. This subchapter will start with the characteristics of
the cases. Then the types of remote services are compared and the business model elements. Each
business model element will conclude with design parameters. Design parameters are the dimensions of
a design where choices can be made to define the solution. In this case the design parameters are
qualitative.
The cases vary from high to low tech equipment and from software oriented remote services to
hardware oriented services. The equipment can also be standardized or custom. It is interesting to see
that all the companies target the customers where their product is critical in the production process.
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4.2.1. Types of remote services
Helpdesk
Remote
Remote
Remote
Web portal
teleservice
monitoring maintenance of hard process
and software
optimization
Telephone
Remote Dial in
Information Self
repair
repair
connection
service
Assembléon X
X
X
X
X
X
Toyota
X
X
X
X
X
KONE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CSi
X
X
X
X
Canon
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Atlas Copco X
X
X
X
X
Vanderlande X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Irmato
X
X
X
X
Table 22:Types of remote services

With the custom solutions of CSi and Irmato their services limit themselves to a helpdesk with telephone
repair and a dial in remote connection for the remote repair of breakdowns. These services characterize
themselves as reactive services. They are only used when a breakdown occurs. A dial in connection can
only be used when the equipment has software that could have a breakdown. For standardized
solutions companies offer more remote services. These service offerings consist of a helpdesk service,
remote monitoring and webportal. For custom services remote monitoring has to be developed for
every customer whereas for standardized solutions it has to be developed only once.
Every company has a helpdesk and every company gives technical support via telephone. Vanderlande
and CSi have made the telephone breakdown support paid services. When companies offer remote
services it can be seen that they combine this with a webportal. The value for the customer lies in the
information that can be gathered with remote condition monitoring. This information is then made
available by the companies via a paid web service or as part of their remote condition offering.
CSi and Irmato only have reactive remote services with their helpdesk and the dial-in support. They
make customer specific products and because of this is it more difficult and costly to develop remote
condition monitoring. It is also interesting to see that most companies offer all the remote services and
that remote condition monitoring is almost always linked to a webportal. The case study leads to two
possible combinations of remote services. The first one is for customer specific products, this
combination of remote service is reactive and consists of a helpdesk service with telephone repair and
remote maintenance of software via dial-in. The second option is for more standardized products. In this
case all types of remote services can be offered both reactive and proactive. This option consists of a
helpdesk service with telephone repair, remote condition monitoring, remote process optimization and
a webportal. Depending on the type of product a dial-in connection can also be offered to repair
software problems.
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The design parameter is the type of remote services that can be offered.
-

Type of remote service: helpdesk service with telephone repair and remote maintenance of
software via dial in or helpdesk service with telephone repair, remote condition monitoring,
remote repair of software and hardware, remote process optimization and a webportal

4.2.2. Business model elements
Table 23 shows the key words for the business model elements for every company. For every business
model key words are stated that represent the decision of the company regarding the business model
element. The table presents and compares business model elements of the companies. In appendix 4
the whole business models are shown.
Assembléon
Uptime

Toyota
Uptime; fleet
management

KONE
Uptime;
asset control

CSi
Uptime
(reactive by a
decrease in
downtime)

Canon
Uptime;
webportal

Atlas Copco
Uptime;
decreasing
administrative
burdens

Vanderlande
Uptime;
hotline;
webportal

Customer
segments

Installed
base

Installed
base

Installed
base

Installed
base

Installed base

Installed base

Channels

Separate
service
department;
helpdesk

Large fleets;
installed
base
Separate
service
department;
dedicated
sales force;
webportal;
helpdesk

Separate
service
department;
Helpdesk;
webportal

Separate
service
department;
helpdesk

Separate
service
department;
dedicated
sales force;
webportal;
helpdesk

Separate
service
department;
dedicated
sales force;
webportal;
helpdesk

Separate
service
department;
webportal;
helpdesk

Separate
service
department
; helpdesk

Customer
relationships

Service
based;
exchange of
information;
cooperation

Service
based

Stronger
customer
relation

Service
driven;
sharing of
information

Stronger
service driven;
sharing of
information

Helpdesk
with phone
repair;
remote
condition
monitoring

Helpdesk
with phone
repair;
remote
condition
monitoring;
webportal

Helpdesk
with phone
repair;
remote
software
repair via
dial-in

Helpdesk
with phone
repair;
remote
condition
monitoring;
webportal

Helpdesk with
phone repair;
remote
condition
monitoring;
webportal

Key
resources

Service
competences
; service
marketing,
selling,
development
and delivery;
technical
competence

Service
competences
; service
marketing,
selling,
development
and delivery;
technical
competence

Service
competences
; service
marketing,
selling,
development
and delivery;
technical
competence

Service
competences
; service
marketing,
selling,
development
and delivery;
technical
competence

Service
competences
; service
marketing,
selling,
development
and delivery;
technical
competence

Service
competences;
technical
competences

Strong service
driven
relationship;
lock-in effect;
towards
partnership
Helpdesk with
phone repair;
remote
condition
monitoring;
remote
software
repair via dialin; webportal
Service
competences;
service
marketing,
selling,
development
and delivery;
technical
competence

Stronger
customer
relation

Key activities

Service
based;
communicati
on; sharing
of
information
Helpdesk
with phone
repair;
remote
condition
monitoring;
webportal

Value
propositions
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Irmato
Uptime
(reactive by
a decrease
in
downtime)
Installed
base

Helpdesk
with phone
repair;
remote
software
repair via
dial-in

Service
competence
s; service
marketing,
selling,
developmen
t and
delivery;
technical
competence

Key
partnerships

Data
crunching;
connection

Connection;
development
telemetry
box

Cost
structure

Developmen
t costs;
reduced
travel costs

Developmen
t cost;
connection
cost;
reduction of
the back
office
Revenue
from I_Site

Revenue
streams

Extra service
on top of full
service with
a fee of 6%
of the full
service.
Table 23:Business model key words

Connection;
for the
development
of new
projects
Connection
costs

Monitoring
of the
robotic arms;
connection

connection

connection

No partners

connection

Connection
costs; license
costs;
personnel
cost

Connection
costs;
personnel
costs

Development
costs;
personnel
costs

Connection
costs;
personnel
costs

Revenue
from the
webportal

Change in
the
distribution
of revenues

Developmen
t cost;
connection
cost;
reduction of
the back
office
New services
led to new
revenues

Extra service
on top of full
service with a
fee of 6% of
the full
service.

Growing
service
revenue;
change in
distribution

Low impact
on total
revenue

4.2.3. Value proposition
For the business model element value propositions it can be said that all the companies focus on the
process of the customer. The value propositions of all the companies are build around an increase in
uptime. The increase can be achieved by using several remote services; helpdesk with remote repair,
remote condition monitoring, dial-in software repair, remote process optimization and a webportal.
How these remote services can increase uptime and offer value to the customer is explained for every
service in the remainder of this subchapter.
Teleservice

All companies have a helpdesk. Customers can call these for support. Irmato and CSi have dial-in
connections which they can use together with the helpdesk to solve problems. The other companies
have a first line where the helpdesk tries to help the customer to solve the problem remotely. The value
proposition of the helpdesk is focused on decreasing downtime and in reducing breakdown costs for the
companies. If a problem is solved remotely they save the traveling costs of their mechanics. The success
of the telephone fix option depends on the expertise of the helpdesk employees and on the willingness
of the customer to participate in a phone fix. The first step of the helpdesk should be to identify if the
problem can be fixed remotely by phone. If this is not the case a mechanic should be sent. Vanderlande
has a different type of teleservice. They have a paid hotline. With this hotline customers can have access
to all the expertise of Vanderlande. Next to Vanderlande, CSi also made the helpdesk a paid service.
They have contact windows in which customers can call. Customers can have a contract to call at these
times or they have a kind of pre-paid call hours. Other companies have not yet made their help desk a
paid service but Assembléon, Atlas Copco and Canon are looking at the possibilities to make it a paid
service. The process of the teleservice varies from company to company. Irmato and CSi have
dedicated mechanics for teleservice and Vanderlande has their hotline. The other companies have
organized it in the following way. The customers can call the helpdesks, here the calls are handled by
customer support. At this moment they identify if remote telephone repair is possible. Then the
customer support tries to help the customer fix the problem remotely. If customer support cannot help
the problem they transfer the call to the second tier. Here mechanics try to fix the problem by phone. If
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this is not possible the mechanic will make an appointment to visit the customer site to fix the problem.
Every company has a data base of common breakdowns and fixes available for the telephone support.
Dial-in software repair

A second part of the service is software remote repair. Canon, CSi, Irmato and Vanderlande all have
remote dial in options. With these options they can remotely take over the equipment and look into the
software to repair them. The value proposition of this service is also focused on a decrease of downtime
for the customer and a decrease of maintenance costs for the company. Depending on the contract the
dial in service is paid per hour or it is a fixed monthly fee.
Remote condition and process monitoring

The value proposition of remote condition monitoring is different than the helpdesk and software repair,
where these two were reactive remote condition monitoring is pro-active. With remote condition
monitoring the companies can see breakdowns coming. They can monitor the performance of their
equipment as well as the performance of vital parts. The value proposition of remote condition
monitoring focuses on increasing the uptime of the equipment by reducing breakdowns. Maintenance
costs of companies can be reduced because the preventive maintenance is better planned. Remote
condition monitoring is a modular extra service for the companies. This means that customers pay a
monthly fee for the remote condition monitoring option.
Next to the condition of the parts and the performance of the machine, the process of the customer can
also be monitored. Does the customer use the equipment efficiently? Not every company in the sample
has a remote optimization service and if they do have a service, like Toyota and Atlas Copco, this service
is not a paid service yet. The value for the customer lies in the optimization of their process. For the
companies it is used as extra service towards the customer and it increases customer loyalty. The
optimization information is sometimes shared to improve the process of all the customers. However this
depends on the company and the customers. CSi and Irmato make customer specific solutions and have
signed agreements stating the solutions cannot be shared with competitors of the customers. But
Vanderlande and Toyota use the information to improve the process of all their customers. Assembléon
is an exception, they have a paid optimizing service. By proving to their customers that they could
increase their equipment efficiency with the service, customers became willing to pay for it.
Web portal

The helpdesk service, and remote monitoring services are all part of one service offering. Focused on
increasing uptime. But Canon, Toyota, KONE, Atlas Copco and Vanderlande have developed separate
new service offerings. These are information web portal services. The value for the customer is easy
access of information and in the case of Toyota and KONE fleet management. For these services all kinds
of relevant data for the customers is made available online. Canon has extended the web portal with a
self-service part. Here customers can look into a breakdown and solution database to solve their
problems. The web portals of information are separate service offerings and are all based on monthly
fees. Depending on the information the customers want the price can change.
For KONE their online information is fed by the service reports of their mechanics and by the monitoring
system. KONE itself does not have specific controls or analyses before making the information available,
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but they do use the information for their own analyses. Toyota also has an information web portal. This
data is fetched directly from the truck usage and from their ERP system. In the case of Toyota they do
have an support organization responsible for the data quality. Toyota show the utilization of the forklifts,
the pre-operation checks, the battery life, driver licenses, contracts, and the shocks or collisions. Under
the contract the service reports and working hours are also stated. For Atlas Copco their online
information depends on the type of contract. Customers can see everything ranging from the
operational hours to the energy consumption of a compressor. This information is directly made
available to the customer form the remote monitoring system of Atlas Copco.
For customers it is difficult to see the added value of remote condition monitoring. They do recognize
the value of an information portal. Remote condition monitoring becomes then a tool to gather
information for the webportal.
Self-service

The customers of CSi, Atlas Copco Vanderlande and Irmato have a technical service who first try to fix
the problem themselves. Due to regulations only a certified mechanic can work on elevators so KONE
does not offer a serf-service. Atlas Copco does offer a self-service. This is also related to the telephone
service, in this case the customer solves the problem themselves with telephone support of Atlas Copco.
Atlas Copco identified repairs that could be performed by customers and repairs that could only be done
by a mechanic. Canon included their internal database about common breakdowns and fixes in their
online portal. Customers could access this database to repair their equipment. Canon attended their
customers to this option via a message in the waiting line of the telephone support.
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Benefits of the remote services

The benefits or remote services can be both external and internal these benefits are identified in the
articles of Windischofer et al.(2009), Persona et al. (2007) and Brax and Johnson (2008). The benefits or
remote services were incorporated in the interview guide. This way every company could identify the
same possible benefits.
Assembléon
External
benefits

Internal
benefits

Increase in
uptime
Decrease in
downtime
Decrease of
breakdowns
Increased
breakdown
response
Increased
customer
loyalty
Taking away
the
administrative
burden
Fleet/asset
control
Battery Life
Reduction of
driver damage
Reduce
maintenance
costs
Reduce travel
costs
Reduce back
office
Better plan
preventive
maintenance

X

Toyota

KONE

X

CSi

X

X
X

X

X

Canon

X

X
X

X

Atlas
Copco
X

Vanderlande
X
X

X

X

Irmato

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 24:Benefits of remote services

The benefits for the customer is an increase of uptime. And with remote condition monitoring the value
lies in the information that can be gathered. This information can be used for fleet and asset
management. Internally the benefits are a decrease of maintenance costs through a reduction of
traveling costs.
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When looking at the production process of customers the companies find that an increase of uptime is
beneficial to their customer. It can be concluded that the value proposition is focused on increasing
uptime. Remote services can help improve the uptime of the equipment. An increase of uptime can be
delivered through a helpdesk with remote repair, remote monitoring, dial-in software repair and a
webportal. For remote services there are internal and external benefits. The companies indicated that
the development of remote services started with a focus on internal benefits, but when these first
versions were did not sell. The companies then changed the focus to customer value or external benefits.
Customers then saw the value of the remote services and were willing to pay for them. Furthermore the
companies indicated that the customers struggled to see the value of remote condition monitoring, but
they did see the value of the information that was gathered by remote condition monitoring.
Design parameters for the value proposition
-

Focus on the customer’s process and increase uptime:
Value delivered through:

-

Remote monitoring:
Focus on benefits:

proactive – reactive maintenance
helpdesk with remote repair, dial-in
software repair, remote
monitoring or webportal
uptime – information provision
internal – external

From the case study several do’s relating the design parameters can be described. The provider should
focus on the customer’s process
-

Remote services should focus on internal benefits and increasing uptime
The value of remote services should be delivered through a helpdesk with remote repair,
remote monitoring and a webportal.
The benefits of remote monitoring for the customer lie in the information that is gathered. This
information should be made available through the webportal

4.2.4. Customer segments
The target customer is for every company the same. As with all product related services the target
customer is the installed base of that product. Atlas Copco and Irmato extend their services to
equipment produced by others. The companies targeted the customers with a high criticality of the
equipment. For these customers an increase of uptime is the most valuable. Remote services are used
to increase this uptime for the customers. Remote monitoring can also be used for fleet management.
Fleet management is only necessary for large fleets, making customers with large fleets another
segment.
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Customer Assembléon
segment
Installed
X
base
High
X
criticality
Large
fleets
Table 25:customer segments

Toyota

KONE

CSi

Canon

Atlas Copco

Vanderlande

Irmato

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

The design parameter for the customer segment is the installed base.
-

Installed base:
segment of the installed base – the whole installed base
Segment of the installed base: high criticality of equipment, large fleets

For customer segments there is one do
-

The provider should focus on the segment of the installed base that has the highest criticality of
their equipment in their production process and on customers with large fleets. This segment
sees the value of remote services and is willing to pay for them.

4.2.5. Channels
Each company has created a separate service organization. This was because selling, marketing and
providing services is different than for products. This meant developing a separate department for
services. As new services are developed there could be a need to create a new unit for the service as did
Toyota with their I_Site service. With the helpdesk service the contact with the customer is reactive.
There is only contact when there is a problem or when a breakdown occurs. With remote condition
monitoring the contact is proactive. With remote condition monitoring warnings are given when
performance drops. Then there is contact with the customer to prevent breakdowns. With remote
monitoring information is gathered. This can be information about the performance of the equipment
and parts, but also operational hours. A webportal is the channel for companies to make the
information of remote condition monitoring available to their customers.

Sales of
services

Assembléon Toyota
KONE CSi Canon Atlas Vanderlande Irmato
Material
Copco
Handling
X
X
X

Separate
sales
department
Service Separate
X
delivery service
department
Helpdesk
X
Online
channel

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

Table 26:Channels of remote services
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Traditionally manufacturing companies focus on products. Their sales teams have always sold products.
These companies then struggle to sell services. This is because of the focus on products that the sales
teams retain. This was also the case for Toyota and Canon. When they started to offer services they
noticed that their sales teams still focused on selling products. They solved this problem by creating a
dedicated sales team for services.
Product focus sales teams
Channels design parameters
-

Sales:
mixed sales of products and services – dedicated service sales
Channels:
helpdesk, online channel
Organization: separate service department – integrated service

The to do’s for the business model element channels are:
-

Providers should have a dedicated sales force for services
Providers should develop a separate service department
Providers should at least have a direct after sales channel and a helpdesk.
When providers offer remote monitoring they should have a online channel to reach their
customers.

4.2.6. Customer relationships
The relationship of the companies with the customer did in most cases strengthen or intensify. This is
because more cooperation is involved with remote services and there is more information exchange.
With remote services there is more and better communication needed, because the service is provide
over a spatial distance. From a relationship point of view adding more services leads to a service driven
relationship instead of a product driven one. Remote services can lead to a decrease in customer
contact. Companies should understand this and they should counter the decrease in customer contact.
This can be achieved by adding additional customer contact points. This can be preventive maintenance
visits several times a year or a monthly performance report.
Customer relationships design parameters
-

Type of relationship:
Customer contact:
Information sharing:
Communication and cooperation:

product driven – service driven
low – medium – high
low – medium – high
low – medium – high

The business model element customer relationships has the following to do’s
-

The provider of the service should increase communication and cooperation
The provider should share more information with the customer
The provider should understand that remote services decrease the customer contact and they
should come up with additional customer contact points.
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4.2.7. Key activities
The value configuration depends on how the company delivers the value to the customer. Every
company has a helpdesk and telephone repair. Then depending on the company they have remote
services, like remote condition monitoring, remote repair, a web information portal and remote process
optimization.
Helpdesk
teleservice

Remote
Remote
Remote
Web portal
monitoring maintenance of hard process
and software
optimization
Telephone
Remote Dial in
Information Self
repair
repair
connection
service
Assembléon X
X
X
X
X
X
Toyota
X
X
X
X
X
KONE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CSi
X
X
X
X
Canon
X
X
X
X
X
X
Atlas Copco X
X
X
X
X
Vanderlande X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Irmato
X
X
X
X
Table 27:Key activities

It can be seen that a webportal service is present when a company offers remote condition monitoring.
This is because the information gathered by remote condition monitoring is made available through a
webportal. The companies also indicated that the customers struggle to see the value of remote
condition monitoring as a service, but they do see the value when is it linked to a webportal.
Remote monitoring can range from the tracking of operational hours to monitoring performance and
the performance of parts. Collisions and driver identifications and gps tracking can also be part of
monitoring to reduce driver damage and to manage the fleet.
The design parameter of the key activities are the types of remote services.
-

Types of remote services:

-

Remote monitoring options:

helpdesk, remote monitoring, remote maintenance and repair,
remote process optimization, webportal
few – many

When analyzing the key activities the following do’s come up
-

Providers should offer a helpdesk service with remote repair, remote monitoring and a
webportal
Remote monitoring should be linked with a webportal. On the webportal the information of
remote monitoring should be made available.
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4.2.8. Key resources
The resources that companies needed can be divided into competences and personnel. The
competences depend on the company. Some companies have the technical and software competence
to develop a remote solution. Other companies had to acquire them. The service competences; selling,
marketing, developing services, were learned through the experience of the separate business unit. This
unit has a service focus. Especially with Toyota this was the case, as they had difficulties with the shift
towards selling services. The technical competences are related to the development of the remote
module or remote capability and the connection of the remote system. The personnel also depended on
the company but generally speaking employees were needed to man the help-desk 24/7. In appendix 5
the competence table is shown.
Design parameters of key resources
-

Technical competences:
Service competence:
Personnel:

development of the telemetry solution, software
selling, marketing, development, delivery
service orientation – product orientation

The analysis of the business model element key resources leads to the do
-

Providers should have service competences; selling, marketing, developing and delivering
services.

4.2.9. Key partnerships
Each company has a different strategy when it comes to partnerships. One reoccurring partnership is a
partnership for the connection. For this they partner up with a provider of sim-cards or a 3G network
provider. For the rest it depends on the strategy of the company. CSi had another partner that was a
supplier that made remote access in the robotic arms. Assembléon used a partner to transform all the
incoming data to useful data. KONE had a very different strategy, for every new project they partnered
up and if the project was successful they would buy the project rights. So they learned the competences
they needed from the partnerships and were then able to do it themselves.

Development of
the
module/system
Connection
Webportal

Assembléon Toyota
KONE CSi Canon Atlas Vanderlande Irmato
Material
Copco
Handling
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

Table 28:Key partnerships

Design parameters of partnerships
-

Competences:
Service delivery:

develop internally – acquire via a partnership
outsource – provide it yourself
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X

X

With partnerships the do’s are
-

Providers should partner up for competences they do not possess.
Providers should have a partner for the connection

4.2.10. Cost structure
The costs are mainly related to the installment of the telemetry and connection. Another cost is the
personnel cost that is needed to be available 24/7. With remote solutions there are also internal gains,
reducing the maintenance costs through cutting out traveling costs and traveling time was one gain. The
other was that some companies were able to reduce the back office. With the solution more service
contracts were able to be carried out with the same amount of people, although this depended on the
company as some companies had to hire extra personnel to man the remote helpdesk 24/7.

Development
Connection
Personnel

Assembléon Toyota
KONE CSi
Material
Handling
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Software
license

X

X

Canon Atlas Vanderlande Irmato
Copco
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

Table 29:Cost structure

Design parameters of cost structure
-

Helpdesk availability:
Development costs:

working hours – 24/7
high – medium – low

Do’s of the cost structure
-

Companies should invest in the development of remote services, because remote services are
becoming a commodity
If companies want 24/7 availability, they should base the contracts on availability of the
helpdesk for the customers. They also have to make a distinction between the customers with
different contracts.

4.2.11. Revenue streams
Most companies did not see a change in the total revenues. What they did see was a redistribution of
the revenues. First the service share of the revenues increased. And secondly the remote solutions share
increased and normal services decreased. Because when you can help customers remotely you do not
have to send and engineer anymore. Finally Toyota and KONE created new revenue streams with their
information portals and optimization services. Most companies said that their customers expect that
they offer remote services. Remote services are becoming a commodity according to them. Companies
need to have the services or else they do not sell their products. The business model of remote services
can be seen as an extension of the activities of companies. They add remote services to their existing
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services offerings. They adapt or extend their current business model in order to accommodate remote
services.
Costs for the customer

For the customer the costs of the service are based on a onetime connection/installation cost and then a
monthly fee for the service contract. KONE has an asset management service called E-Link. Customers
buy this service for a onetime connection fee and then the E-Link is transferred to the customer. With ELink they can see the same data as KONE can. E-link does not change the service costs. With Assembléon
the customer pays 750 euro per machine per year for remote and an all-inclusive maintenance contract
is 12425 euro per year. So the costs of remote are about 6% in relation to the all-inclusive service. For
Assembléon benefits from remote connection. With remote they can prevent about one customer visit
each year. Due to this they charge the customer 2500 euros more if they do not want a remote service,
because of the extra costs Assembléon has to make without remote. For Toyota the costs are 50 euros
per site per month plus a monthly fee per vehicle. This fee is varies from 20 to 80 euros depending on
the options the customer wants. Atlas Copco charges a monthly fee of 10% of the total responsibility
contract. So the costs for the customers depend on the company and the price of the equipment itself,
but generally speaking there is a onetime installation cost and a monthly fee from 5 to 10 percent of the
full service contract. The installation costs varies a lot depending on software licenses and modules that
have to be built in.
Assembléon

Helpdesk/
teleservice

Included
with full
service
contract. No
extra cost
for the
customer

Remote
condition
monitoring

On top of
the full
service
contract,
with a price
of 6% of the
full service.
The full
service
price
increases if
customers
do not
choose for
remote.

Toyota
Material
Handling
Included
with full
service
contract.
No extra
costs for
the
customer

KONE

CSI

Canon

Atlas
Copco

Vanderlande

Irmato

Included
with full
service
contract.
No extra
costs for
the
customer

Included
with full
service
contract.
No extra
costs for
the
customer

Included
with full
service
contract.
No extra
costs for
the
customer

Paid hotline
service
where
customer
have access
to the
expertise of
Vanderlande

Included
with full
service
contract.
No extra
costs for
the
customer.

On top of
the full
service
contracts.
Basic fleet
information
is 50 euro
per site
with a fee
from 20 to
80 per
vehicle.

As part of
the full
service.

First tier is
free. Dialin remote
repair is a
pre-paid
service or
customers
have a
monthly
contract.
-

As part of
their
managed
print
service.
The offer a
print per
page
service
where
Canon is
responsible
for uptime.

On top
of the
full
service
contract,
with a
price of
10% of
the full
service.

On top of
the full
service, but
Vanderlande
can also
decide that
for them it is
the best
option to fit
remote
condition
monitoring.

-
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Remote
process
optimization

Web portal

An extra
free service.
In the
future
possibly a
paid service.
-

An extra
free service

An extra
free service

An extra
free
service

An extra
free
service

An extra
free
service

Part of the
full service
with
monitoring.

-

A paid
extra
service. As
part of
condition
monitoring

A paid
extra
service. The
customer
pays a fixed
amount for
the system.

-

A paid
extra
service,
with the
option to
extend the
service
with a selfservice
database.

A paid
extra
service.

A paid extra
service.

-

Table 30:Revenue streams

Design parameters revenue model
-

Revenue model:
Contract:

paid service – free service
included in full service – separate offering with a monthly fee
– additional monthly fee

Do’s for the business model element revenue streams are
-

Companies should offer their services modularly in the form of service contracts with monthly
fees.
The webportal should be offered as a separate service offering.

4.2.12. Customer satisfaction
In appendix 6 the drivers of customer satisfaction are shown. In all cases the most important driver is
uptime. Customers want to achieve a higher uptime and lower costs. How the provider delivers this is of
less importance. After uptime the security of the connection and the information is important for the
customers. Economic benefit is another driver. Customers like it when the burden of maintenance is
taken away. Customers are more satisfied when remote monitoring is linked with a webportal. The
information of remote monitoring is made available through the webportal.
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4.3.Implementation
Next to the business model elements the interviews consisted of a part about the development and
implementation of remote services. The topics of the implementation per case are shown in table 31.
The detailed case comparison of the implementation is shown in appendix 8. The most important
lessons from the cases are identified and discussed next.
Assembléon Toyota
KONE
Development started
X
X
X
with internal benefits
focus then shifted
towards customer value
Customer involvement
X
X
Dedicated sales
X
Connection control
X
X
Connection security
X
X
Non-disclosures and
X
X
confidentiality
agreements
Transparency
X
X
X
Internal
X
X
X
resistance/piloting
Reduced customer
X
X
contact
Data quality
X
X
Table 31:Cross-case analysis of implementation topics

CSi
X

X
X
X

Canon

Atlas Copco
x

Vanderlande
x

Irmato
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

All the companies started the development of remote services from a internal benefits point of view.
With this focus they developed first versions of remote condition monitoring, but they found out that it
did not fit the customer needs and that the first versions did not sell well. They then shifted the focus
towards customer value en involved the customer in the development process. This resulted in a service
that did meet the customer needs and that sold better.
Canon and Toyota struggled with the sales of services. They identified the product oriented sales teams
as the problem. They then developed dedicated service sales teams in order to improve the sales of
their services.
Customers were hesitant to establish a connection between them and the companies. Customers were
not comfortable with the connection. From the cases it was identified that secure connections, nondisclosures and confidentiality agreements made the customer feel comfortable with connections for
remote services. Giving the control of the connection to the customer also helped. It is also important to
be transparent towards the customer. To share the information that is collected by remote monitoring.
Transparency helps to develop trust between the provider and customer. Most companies share this
information through a webportal. With this webportal the data quality is important.
Customer contact was reduced by remote services. The companies understood this and they countered
this reduction by adding additional customer contact points. This were monthly performance reports
and preventive maintenance at fixed time intervals.
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4.4.Conclusion
It can be concluded that companies extend their business model to accommodate remote services.
Companies are adding remote services to their existing activities and in doing so their business model is
adapted. The companies are developing their remote services gradually over the years. When they start
to offer remote services they offer them in addition to their existing services. Remote services become
part of their modular service offering. They are an extra option the customer has. A business model for a
remote service is an extension of the existing model rather than a totally new model. Furthermore
several lessons about the development and implementation of remote services can be learned for the
cases.
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5. Current situation Tennant
In this chapter a business model advice will be given to Tennant. This advice will help them redesign
their current business model to the desired business model for remote services. Internal research at
Tennant is conducted to define the current situation. The desired situation is the conceptual business
model for a remote service from the theory that was tested in practice with the case study. The redesign
will help Tennant in developing a business model for remote services.

5.1.Current business model of Tennant
The current situation was researched by internal interviews at Tennant. The guideline for these
interviews was the business model of Osterwalder (2004). Two service managers were interviewed for
the current business model. This research was conducted during an internship at Tennant and
observations and informal conversations provided additional insight into the current business model at
Tennant. Project managers of the ASK, IRIS and Telefix projects were also interviewed to gather
information about the current remote projects at Tennant.
In the current situation Tennant provides maintenance for the equipment to their installed base. They
have a helpdesk, provide breakdown support and perform preventive maintenance. Their organization is
focused on products. This can be seen in the sales department where selling products has priority over
selling services.
At the moment there are four types of service offerings at Tennant Company. The first is a no contract.
In this case the customer has no contract and pays for every breakdown. Then there is a PROFIX or
PROVAR contract, this includes preventive maintenance and there are optional covered parts, either at a
fixed price (PROFIX) or a discounted variable price (PROVAR). The two types of service offering include
next to preventive maintenance and optional parts coverage also a response time. This response time
can be 24 or 48 hours. The pro contracts can also have a reduced price on parts and labor. The 24 and 48
pro contracts can be extended to include a guaranteed usability of machines. Finally there is a full
service contract. Their sales department sells equipment and services.
The value proposition of the service offering looks to increase the uptime of the equipment through
preventive maintenance and breakdown support. Tennant focuses their services on the increase of
uptime they can achieve for their customers. For their services Tennant has a separate service
department. They deliver the services through different channels. First there is a helpdesk and if there is
a problem with the equipment they sent a mechanic. The service department has developed a service
infrastructure to deliver the breakdown support and preventive maintenance.
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For the services the costs are made up by the helpdesk, parts and labor. The main cost element is the
labor cost of which travel time represents 30- 40 percent of the cost. With service contracts the
maintenance costs can be reduced. Preventive maintenance can be planned and it reduces breakdowns.
The current business model of Tennant is presented in table 32.
Business model elements
Value propositions
Customer segments
Channels
Customer relationship
Key resources
Key activities
Key partnerships
Revenue streams
Cost structure

Current situation at Tennant
Increased equipment availability through preventive maintenance and
breakdown maintenance
Installed base
A separate service department and telephone customer support. The
equipment is sold directly and through dealers.
A product-driven relationship were sales is still focused on selling
products.
Technical and production competences to produce the equipment.
Sales has competences to sell equipment. Service delivery competence.
Breakdown service, preventive maintenance service, telephone support
center.
Tennant works with dealerships to sell their equipment
Selling equipment, and maintenance in the form of service contracts or
non-contract service with billable hours, parts etc.
Maintenance costs are made up by part costs, travel costs, labor costs
and the cost for the customer support center.

Table 32:Current situation

At Tennant there are three remote service projects in development at the moment. The first project is
ASK. This project is internally developed at serves as an internal knowledge database. In this databank
common problems and solutions of the equipment is stored. Currently ASK is only used internally by the
mechanics, but in the future the helpdesk could also make use of ASK. ASK could even be used as a selfservice portal for the customers, but this is not yet the case. The second project within Tennant is Telefix.
This project is focused on the helpdesk. The goal is to be able to fix small problem remotely over the
telephone. Customer support should be able to identify if it is a telefix problem or a problem for a
mechanic by using a series of questions. When the problem is identified they can then try to fix it
remotely using knowledge from a solution diagram or form ASK or they should transfer the problem to a
mechanic. The last project is IRIS. This is a project that focuses on telemetry data and remote monitoring.
With IRIS a module will be developed that is able to gather telemetry data. This project is still in the
early phase of development.
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5.2.Competitors
With the competitors of Tennant no interviews were held, but from their offerings information is
gathered that describes their remote services. Tennant has several competitors in Europe. Hako and
Nilfisk are two of these competitors. Nilfisk has a service called track-clean. This is a remote monitoring
system that helps with fleet management. The information from the monitoring is made available in a
webportal. Hako has a fleet recorder service. With this service data from a remote monitoring module is
made available for a price. This service also focuses on fleet management and on reducing damage to
machines.

Hako
Nifisk

Helpdesk teleservice
Telephone repair
X
X
X
X

Remote monitoring
X
X

Web portal
Information
X
X

Table 33: Remote services of competitors

Nilfisk and Hako both offer remote monitoring services. They market the solutions as fleet management
options. Customers have to buy a remote module and pay a monthly fee for information about their
fleet. The promote GPS localization, driver ID and collusion detection to reduce driver damage for the
customers. Both competitors focus on their installed bases and offer value through higher uptime and a
reduction of maintenance costs and driver damage. They use an online channel to make the information
of the monitoring available to their customers. The add new activities to their services, next to
breakdown and preventive maintenance they add remote monitoring and a webportal.
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6. Redesign
This chapter will use the design parameters from the theory and case study to redesign the current
business model of Tennant. First the desired business model for a remote service will be developed from
the design parameters. From the theory the design parameters are the business model elements of
Osterwalder (2004). The case study zooms in on these elements and defines additional parameters.
After the desired business model an advice is given to Tennant.

6.1.Introduction
The approach that is used to develop the redesign for Tennant is based on the regulative cycle of van
Aken et al. (2007). This cycle consists of a problem definition and problem diagnosis, design,
intervention and evaluation. In this report the first four stages will be discussed. First of all the research
assignment is the problem definition. Remote services are the solution direction. In order to come to a
design of a business model for a remote service design parameters are developed from theory and from
the case study. These will then be used to redesign the business model of Tennant.

6.2.Design requirements and main solution direction.
Tennant wants to innovate and grow their service share. Key requirements for the solution are an
increasing uptime of their equipment and lower maintenance costs. Tennant also wants to stay
competitive. Their service should become more difficult to imitate. Another requirement is to retain
service customers.
With remote services as main solution direction the requirements are met. Tennant can remain
competitive be adding remote services to their service offerings. Through remote services they can
increase the uptime of their equipment and decrease maintenance costs. Remote services are more
difficult to imitate and they represent unique expertise that can only be delivered by Tennant.
Customers become more dependent on Tennant with remote services.

6.3.Design principles and parameters
6.3.1. Design principles
The design principles are a set of normative ideas grounded in theory or practice that serve to construct
more detailed guidelines. The following design principles follow the CIMO logic of Denyer et al. (2008).
In context C, use intervention I to invoke generative mechanism M that produces outcome O.
Design principle 1
Tennant faces changing customer demands and advancing technology they have to adapt their business
model to accommodate remote services with which customer demands can be met.
Design principle 2
Tennant can use remote services to increase their service revenues and to lower their maintenances costs.
Remote services cut out travel time and travel costs.
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Design principle 3
In the manufacturing industry remote services are becoming a commodity, Tennant has to implement
remote services in order to remain competitive and to retain their customers.
Design principle 4
For a firm like Tennant implementing remote services like a helpdesk with remote repair and remote
condition monitoring leads to an increase in uptime, a decrease in driver damage and a decrease of
maintenance costs through lower travel costs.
Design principle 5
When Tennant offers a remote monitoring service they have to link it with a webportal, because the
customers see the value of the information gathered by remote monitoring.
6.3.2. Design parameters
Table 34 shows the design parameters. Remote services influence these parameters. In order to develop
a business model for a remote service one option will be selected in the following chapter. This model
will be a business model for Tennant. Their old business model will be extended or adapted in order to
accommodate remote services.
Design parameter
Type of remote services

Value delivery through
Remote monitoring
Focus on benefits
Focus on the customer’s process and increase uptime
Installed base
Segment of the installed base
Sales
Channels
Organization
Type of relationship
Customer contact
Information sharing
Communication and cooperation
Types of remote services
Remote monitoring options
Technical competences
Service competence
Personnel
Competences
Service delivery
Helpdesk availability
Development costs
Revenue model
Revenue model
Contract
Table 34:Design parameters

Options
helpdesk service with telephone repair and remote
maintenance of software via dial in or helpdesk service with
telephone repair, remote condition monitoring, remote
repair of software and hardware, remote process
optimization and a webportal
teleservice, remote repair, remote monitoring or webportal
uptime – information provision
internal – external
proactive – reactive maintenance
segment of the installed base – the whole installed base
high criticality of equipment, large fleets
mixed sales of products and services – dedicated service
sales
helpdesk, online channel
separate service department – integrated service
product driven – service driven
low – medium – high
low – medium – high
low – medium – high
helpdesk, remote monitoring, remote maintenance and
repair, remote process optimization, webportal
few – many
development of the telemetry solution, software
selling, marketing, development, delivery
service orientation – product orientation
service orientation – product orientation
outsource – provide it yourself
working hours – 24/7
high – medium – low
paid service – free service
one-time payment – monthly fee
included in full service – separate offering
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6.4.Business model for a remote service
The conceptual business model was developed by filling the business model elements of Osterwalder
and Pigneur (2009) with servitization and remote services literature. This conceptual model was
evaluated by a case study. In the case study eight companies were interview and the result was a
business model for remote services according to the practice. Theory and practice were then combined
to develop design principles and parameters. In table 31 the design parameters with their options are
shown. With the design parameters the current business model of Tennant was adapted to the business
model in table 35. This is the business model for remote services of Tennant and it was developed by
choosing the appropriate parameter option. The business model can be viewed as an extension of their
current business model rather than a new business model. To accommodate remote services the old
business model was extended and adapted.
Business
model
element
Value
propositions

Design parameter

-

Increase uptime
Value delivered
through
Remote monitoring
Focus on benefits

Customer
segments

-

Installed base
Segment of the
installed base

Channels

-

Sales
Channels
Organization

Customer
relationships

-

Type of relationship
Customers contact
Information sharing
Communication and
cooperation.

Key
resources

-

Technical
competences
Service
competences
Personnel
Types of remote
services

-

Key
activities
Key
partnerships

-

-

Competences
Service delivery

Application

The value proposition should focus on the process of the customer and on an
increase of uptime. Companies offer a value proposition of increased uptime
which can be divided in propositions for a helpdesk, remote condition
monitoring, remote process optimization and a webportal. A helpdesk can
improve uptime reactively and remote monitoring proactively. Tennant
should focus on the benefits for the customer and on internal efficiency.
Customers see the value of the information that is gathered by remote
monitoring.
The segmentation of services should be on the basis of the customers’
production process, existing competences, functional needs and relationship
profitability. With remote services the target customer should be a part of the
installed base. Within the installed base customers where the equipment is of
high criticality should be targeted as well as key accounts and customers with
a large fleet.
Companies providing remote services should develop a separate service
department. For the services they should have a dedicated sales team. And
the service should be delivered through a direct and an online channel. A
helpdesk can also be used as a delivery channel.
A strong customer relationship, that transforms from a product-driven and
transactional relationship to a service-driven relational one. The relationship
will grow towards partnerships. With services the relationship is based on
service level agreements. Communication, cooperation increases and more
information is shared. A downside can be a decrease becomes very important
with service driven relationships.
Technical competences for the development of the remote solution and for
the connection. Service competences are service development, marketing,
selling and delivery. For the 24/7 availability of the helpdesk and monitoring
additional personnel is needed.
Preventive maintenance service, breakdown maintenance service, helpdesk
with telephone repair, remote condition monitoring, remote process
optimization, web portal
A partner for the connection of the remote solution is needed. The need for
other partners depends on the competences that are needed and the
competence that are present within the company.
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Revenue
streams

-

Revenue model
Contract

Cost
structure

-

Helpdesk availability
Development costs

Priced on equipment availability through contracts with uptime agreements.
The price of the services should be value based. Remote condition monitoring
is offered as part of the full service contracts. This is a modular service on top
of the existing contract. The extra costs for the customer are on average from
5 to 10 percent of the full service contract. The information portals are
separate service offering that customers can choose. The effect of remote
capabilities on the revenues is a mostly a redistribution of the service revenue
share. Only the web portal generates additional revenues.
The costs related with remote services are the development costs, the
connection costs and the personnel costs for the 24/7 availability of the
helpdesk and monitoring

Table 35:Remote service business model

6.5.Business model advice
Tennant should not focus on internal benefits when developing remote services. They should focus on
customer value. For the customer the value of remote services lies in increasing uptime. When Tennant
focuses on customer value their value proposition will be about increasing uptime. Their remote service
offering should be build up from a helpdesk service with telephone repair, remote condition monitoring,
and a web portal.
Helpdesk
teleservice

Remote
Remote
Remote
Web portal
monitoring maintenance of hard process
and software
optimization
Telephone
Remote Dial in
Information Self
repair
repair
connection
service
Assembléon X
X
X
X
X
X
Toyota
X
X
X
X
X
KONE
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CSi
X
X
X
X
X
Canon
X
X
X
X
X
X
Atlas Copco X
X
X
X
X
Vanderlande X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Irmato
X
X
X
X
Tennant
X
X
X
X
X
(X)
Company
Table 36:Key activities of Tennant

Tennant should extend their helpdesk with telephone repair. With telephone repair they can repair
small breakdowns and they will save travel costs. For the customer telephone repair translates to a
quicker breakdown response by Tennant and a decrease in downtime. At the moment Tennant is
struggling to set up Telefix. Telefix is a project that is currently being developed at Tennant. More
information about this service was gathered by holding interviews with the project leader and with
services managers at Tennant. Telefix is an unpaid service were the support is given by customer
support. Tennant is piloting Telefix in the UK and they learned that customers are hesitant to use it
because they perceive a lack of technical expertise from the customer support. By making the hotline a
paid service Tennant would be able to assign mechanics with technical expertise to the helpdesk. This
will take away the barrier of a perceived lack of expertise by the customers.
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From interviews with the service managers at Tennant it was identified that there is a customer demand
for remote services. Customers ask Tennant about remote condition monitoring, because other
equipment they use does have this option. Tennant should start with remote condition monitoring and
remote process optimization. With remote condition monitoring Tennant could increase the uptime of
their equipment, because the performance and the condition of the parts can be monitored. Alerts then
can be given when there is a drop in performance and breakdowns can be prevented. Also because
operating hours can be measured preventive maintenance can be planned better. The customer
benefits from remote condition monitoring by an increase in uptime and Tennant can lower their
maintenance costs. These costs are lower because preventive maintenance can be planned better and
costly breakdowns can be avoided. With remote monitoring driver damage could also be identified.
Collisions can be detected and customers can use this data to decrease driver damage. Process
monitoring can be added to as a form of consultancy and advice for Tennant’s customers. It improves
the efficiency of the equipment for the customers and it can be a source of new revenue for Tennant or
they can use as an extra for their customers to increase customer loyalty.
Next to these remote services Tennant should also offer the data for the monitoring to their customers
via a web portal. This portal could be extended with a self-service database for the customers. The
added value of a webportal for the customer is that all the information is easily accessed and available.
The remote monitoring collects data and then discussions can be based on facts. This portal also gives
the customer an overview of his fleet and the maintenance costs per machine. The webportal improves
the communication and transparency between Tennant and their customers.
The value proposition is focused on increasing uptime. The services are build up modularly with each
service delivering an increase of uptime or an increase of efficiency. As can be seen in table 37 the
service offering consists of several services. A separate offering would be the webportal.
No contract
Hotline helpdesk service
Breakdown service
Pro Var, Pro 24, Pro 48
Ware Parts contract
Preventive maintenance
Remote condition monitoring, remote process optimization
Full Service
Table 37:Modular service offering Tennant

The new modular services are integrated in the existing service offering of Tennant. The helpdesk
hotline and remote condition monitoring should be offered on top of the Pro service contracts. The
help-desk will give the customer access to the technical expertise. Remote condition monitoring allows
Tennant to be pro-active. Tennant can then prevent breakdowns and provide higher uptime to the
customer. With condition monitoring battery life can be extended and driver damage can be reduced.
This makes it an additional service on top of the pro services. As for the webportal, myTennant could be
extended towards a portal where remote conditioning data is made available. A self-service databank
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could also be made available. Every part of the modular service offering has a different value
proposition towards the customer.
Tennant should focus on their installed base for which the equipment is critical in the production
process and on their key accounts who would be interested in fleet management, because the biggest
value for the customer is an increase in uptime and only the customers for which it is critical are willing
to pay for this increase. The webportal can be made available to all the customers in the installed base.
They should deliver the services through a helpdesk and online channel. Tennant should keep its
separate service department and should extend it with a service oriented sales force. With remote
services the customer relationship will intensify. More information will be shared and more
communication and cooperation will be needed. Trust increases because of the transparency and the
promises are backed up by information and facts. Remote services could decrease the customer contact.
The remote services will lead to a revenue model that is shown in table 38.
Remote services for Tennant
Helpdesk/hotline
Remote condition monitoring
Remote process optimization
Webportal

A paid service. Could be an option included in the full service contract.
A paid service with an extra fee of 5 to 10 percent of the full service contract
fee.
A free extra service for the customer to build customer loyalty or a paid
service that helps customers uptime their process.
A paid extra service where all the information is made available to the
customer, with the option to extend it with a self-service databank.

Table 38:Revenue streams

In most cases the services are build up modularly. On service on top of the previous one. This is also the
way to go for Tennant Company. Based on the criticality of the equipment for customers they then can
add more and more services. These services should be based on service contracts with monthly fees.
With more services the service share of the total revenue will increase. The new remote services will
lead to revenue streams of their own. The condition monitoring can be added to existing offerings. But
the web portal can be sold as a separate service.

6.6.Implementation advice
The interviews consisted of a part about the business model elements and of a part about the
implementation. In the implementation the companies gave information about the lessons learned
during the implementation. This is discussed in chapter 4.3 and in appendix 8 the detailed case
comparison of the implementation is presented. The implementation of remote services is strongly
connected with the business model. The lessons learned from the cases regarding the implementation
translate themselves into advice for Tennant.
-

Tennant should involve their customer in the development of remote services. A lesson learned
from the cases was that the service is only sellable when the customers are involved, because
the services then addresses the needs of the customer. Key accounts can be used to help
develop the remote condition monitoring service, because the key accounts are most likely to
buy the service.
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-

-

-

-

-

-

Within Tennant not only the production, development, service, sales and marketing department
should be involved, but the service mechanics should also be involved. The service mechanics
work with the customers on a daily bases which allows them to identify the customer’s needs
and it gives them insight about the customer response to the remote services.
Tennant should keep their separate service department. Within this department they should
develop a service culture and service competence like development, marketing and delivery.
They will need a team in the service department dedicated to the remote services. For the
service competence of selling services Tennant Company should develop a dedicated service
sales forces. They can develop this sales force by evaluating the current sales force and by
making a distinction between a product orientation and a service orientation. Then splitting up
the sales force in product and service parts. To further encourage the selling of services Tennant
should redistribute the target earnings. Oliva and Kallenberg (2003) and Brax and Jonnson
(2008) identified a dedicated sales team as being important when servitizing and offering
services next to products and the case study confirmed this.
Tennant should partner up for the development of a telemetry solution, the webportal and the
connection. This lessons is based on the article of Quélin (2000) that identified partnerships as
the way to acquire competences companies do not possess themselves and in the case study
the companies were partnering up when they did not have the necessary competences
themselves.
Customers might feel uncomfortable with a connection between them and Tennant Company
there are several options to take this feeling away. Trust and security are important in the
relationship between the customer and provider. Brax and Jonnson (2008) identify connection
security as an important way to create trust. In the case study the security of the connection is
established in several ways.
- One option is to give the customer control over the connection. The customer can then
decide when he is connected. For continuous connections this is not possible but for a
frequent connection this is an option. With regard to the connection this could also be
an unidirectional connection. So only data is sent from the customer to Tennant.
- A second option is to have a secure connection like a VPN or a separate network for the
remote solution.
- Finally customers want non-disclosures and confidentiality agreements for the
information that is collected via remote condition monitoring.
Brax and Jonnson (2008) found that if companies are not transparent the customers has limited
trust in the provider, because they have the feeling that the provider is holding information back,
Tennant should be transparent, but they should make a distinction between full service contacts
and other contracts. With full service they should share performance information and service
reports, but not the costs related to the maintenance and breakdowns. When there is no full
service all the costs of the performed maintenance should be shared as well as the performance.
With the webportal you have to look at the data quality. The quality of the data can be ensured
by employees within the service department dedicated to data quality. They can check the
incoming data and the data made available to the customer.
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-

-

-

-

-

Tennant is an international organization with departments in many countries. There is also
internal resistance and there are difficulties with implementing the same solution in every
country. Tennant should use a pilot to show that remote services are successful and then they
should roll out across the countries. This could be especially helpful for the helpdesk/hotline
service and the webportal.
With remote services the customer contact diminishes as is found by Paluch and Blut (2013).
Companies are acknowledge this and counter this decrease in customer contact. Tennant should
come up with an alternative moment for customer contact. This could be preventive
maintenance and maintenance calls twice a year or a monthly report. For the larger customers
they could work with account managers.
Remote services are becoming a commodity. Customers see it as a disqualifier instead of a
qualifier. This means that Tennant should start to offer remote services or they risk losing
customers.
Customers see the value not in a remote condition monitoring system, but in the information
that the remote condition monitoring system can provide.
With remote services it is the best to show the customers the value. This can be done via an
example of the cost savings they could achieve with remote services. Their downtime decrease
and they pay less travel costs. By this kind of example they customers see the added value of the
remote service and they become willing to pay for it.
Paluch and Blut (2013) identify eight drivers of customer satisfaction. In the case study the most
important drivers of customer satisfaction are identified as uptime security. Next to these two
economic benefit, process integration, information provision and connection control also
contribute to satisfaction, but most of the time the customers are only interested in the increase
of uptime.
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7. Conclusion and Discussion
In this master thesis a business model approach towards implementing servitization was investigated.
The research started with a literature review that identified the options for manufacturing firms to
servitize. The next step of the literature review was to identify a business model theory. Osterwalders’
(2004) business model ontology was used in this report. This business model theory was then applied to
a remote service offering leading to a conceptual business model. As servitization literature lacked in the
implementation of remote capabilities empirical research was needed. A holistic multiple case study was
conducted. Eight companies were selected as cases. These companies were in the manufacturing
industry and offered various kinds of remote services. The within-case analysis provided insight in the
business models of the cases. The cross-case analysis compared the business model and compared it
with the conceptual business model for the theory. The conceptual business model and the business
model from practice where then used to develop a desired business model for remote services. For
Tennant this business model was used to redesign their current business model to be able to offer
remote services. The redesign led to an extended business model for remote service rather than a
completely new business model. Tennant was given advice about how to adapt their business model.
This chapter concludes the research. First the answer to the research assignment is given. Then the
contribution to the literature is discussed. Followed by the managerial implications. Finally the
limitations of the research are discussed and the future research.

7.1.Research Assignment
Design the business model of a remote service offering in the context of a servitizing manufacturing
company and provide guidelines for the implementation of remote services
This assignment is completed by applying the business model theory of Osterwalder (2004) for a
remote service. Osterwalder (2004) describes a business model as nine elements. These elements are
used to compare the cases and to validate the conceptual business model for a remote service. For the
element value proposition it was found that companies should focus around uptime and fleet
management. As customer segment the installed base were the equipment is critical in the process
should be targeted with remote services. For the business model element channels it is found out that
companies should have a separate service department. They should have a dedicated service sales
forces and they should reach their customers thought a helpdesk and webportal. The relationship with
their customers changes towards a service driven relation with remote services. More information is
shared and the communication between company and customer increases. For a remote service
technical competences to develop the remote condition monitoring system are identified as key
resources. Service competences, such as service development, marketing, selling and delivery are also
identified as a key resources. Finally personnel for the availability of the help desk is a key resource. Key
activities for a remote service are a helpdesk with phone repair, remote condition monitoring, remote
process optimization and web portal. It is interesting to see that customers do not see value in remote
condition monitoring, but in the information that it can provide. This means that when you are providing
a remote condition monitoring services you should link this to a webportal through which the
information is made available. Partners for the development of the remote condition monitoring system,
the webportal interface and the connection are identified as key partnerships. The costs of remote
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services are related to the development of the service, the personnel and the connection. It was found
that the revenue model behind remote services takes the form of service contracts. For remote
condition monitoring an addition of 5 to 10 % of the full service contract is charged. The webportal is a
separate service offering with a service contract. The conceptual framework that was validated and
extended through the case study and completes the research assignment by providing a business model
for remote services. The business model for a remote service is an extension of existing service business
models rather than a completely new business model. The business model elements are adapted in
order to accommodate remote services as additional service. The business model and implementation
advice provide a framework and give companies handles to develop remote services.

7.2.Theoretical implications
The study contributed to the theory by bridging the gaps in the servitization and remote service
literature. The servitization literature lacked an implementation approach for servitization. This lack is
addressed by using a business model approach towards servitization. It leads to the application of the
business models for companies that want to offer more services. This approach can also be used to
innovate services. Within the servitization literature research about the role of remote services is scarce.
This study used the business model elements of Osterwalder and Pigneur (2009) to develop a business
model for remote services and to identify the role of remote services in servitization. This business
model for remote services provided a new framework for research about remote services. For each
business model element, variables are identified in the literature review. These variables are then
validated in the case study and new variables are discovered. This resulted in the business model for
remote services and is the contribution to the servitization and remote services literature. This case
study identified the value of remote services for companies that are servitizing. Remote services are
becoming a commodity and companies need to develop them in order to stay competitive. In order to
be able to generalize the findings more cases should be added to the research. The theoretical
contribution is a first step towards a implementation approach for servitizing and towards a business
model for remote services.

7.3.Managerial implications
From the case study it is found that customers expect manufacturing companies to offer remote
services. Remote services are not an unique selling point anymore, they are becoming a commodity.
Companies need to develop and offer remote services in order to remain competitive and to meet the
customer his demands. Companies can use this research as a guide for developing remote services. This
research proposes an extended business model for remote services and gives do’s for decisions of the
business model elements. Companies should offer a combination of reactive and proactive remote
services. They have to develop a helpdesk with phone repair and remote condition monitoring. Remote
condition monitoring is best linked to a webportal, because customers only see value in the information
of remote condition monitoring. Chapter 6 describes the changes that Tennant has to make in order to
offer remote services. It gives them the business model for remote services and provides advice about
the implementation of remote service offerings.
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7.4.Limitations and future research
The research is conducted by using a holistic multiple case study. For this study eight cases were used in
the manufacturing industry. In order to be able to generalize the findings of this study further research
is needed by adding more cases. More cases are also needed to further validate the business model for
remote services. Next to more qualitative research the business model of remote services should also be
investigated quantitatively. This research could also focus more on differences in the characteristics of
companies. Whether the companies are hardware or software oriented. The price of the equipment
could also play a role in the service business model. This research was conducted from the view point of
companies, but it could also be interesting to look at it from a customer perspective.
This study limits itself to giving an implementation advice. Due to time constraints the business model
adaptations are not implemented. Another limitation is lack of observation in the data collection. Future
research could add observations to strengthen the validity. For many of the cases the development of
the remote services was ongoing and the development started years ago. Because of this the success of
remote services is hard to measure.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Business model theories
Authors
Chesbrough and
Rosenbloom (2002)

Business model definition
“We offer an interpretation of the business model as a
construct that mediates the value creation process. The
business model provides a framework that takes
technological characters and potentials as input and
converts them through customers and markets into
economical outputs.”

Osterwalder (2004)

“A business model is a conceptual tool that contains a
set of elements and their relationships and allows
expressing a company's logic of earning money. It is a
description of the value a company
offers to one or several segments of customers and the
architecture of the firm and its network of partners for
creating, marketing and delivering this value and
relationship capital, in order to generate profitable and
sustainable revenue streams.”
“ A business model consists of three increasingly specific
levels of decision making, termed the ‘foundation’,
‘proprietary,’ and ‘rules’ levels.
Further, at each level, six basic decision areas are
considered.”

Morris,
Schindehutte and
Allen (2005)

Shafer, Smith and
Linder (2005)

Chesbrough (2007)

Johnson,
Christensen,
Kagermann (2008)

“ A business model is a representation of
a firm’s underlying core logic and strategic choices
for creating and capturing value within a value
network.”
“First, it defines a series of activities which will yield a
new product or service in such a way that there is net
value created throughout the various activities. This is
crucial, because if there is no net creation of value, the
other companies involved in the set of activities won’t
participate. Second, a business model captures value
from a portion of those activities for the firm developing
and operating it.”
“A business model, from our point of view,
consists of four interlocking elements that,
taken together, create and deliver value”
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Business model elements
- Value proposition
- Market segment
- Value chain
- Cost structure and
profit potential
- Value network
- Competitive strategy
- Value proposition
- Target customer
- Distribution channel
- Relationship
- Value configuration
- Core competency
- Partner network
- Cost structure
- Revenue model
- Offering factors
- Market factors
- Internal capabilities
factors
- Competitive strategy
factors
- Economic factors
- Personal/investor
factors
- Strategic choices
- Value network
- Create value
- Capture value
- Value proposition
- Target market
- Value chain
- Revenue mechanism
- Value network
- Competitive strategy

-

Customer value
proposition
Profit formula
Key resources
Key processes

Appendix 2: Companies
Alfa Laval
ASML
Assembléon
Atlas Copco
BKL Engineering
Bosch Rexroth
Camelo
Chronos
CSi Industries
DAF Trucks
Damen Shipyards
De Roode Kikker
Ecological Textiles
Ericsson
FEI Company
Fokker Landing Gear
Fokkker Services
GDO
GEA CFS
GEA Grasso
Heras
Holmatro
Hotraco
Imtech
Inalfa Roof Systems
Jalema
Jentjens
Kone
Kusters Engineering
Marel
MECO Equipment Engineers
Neways
NTS-Group
Océ/Canon
Oval Europe
PANalytical
Philips Healthcare
PMB-UVA
Prodrive
Roth & Rau
Siemens Nederland
Sioux Remote Solutions
Smit Ovens
Sowecare
Spierings Kranen
Stirling Cryogenics
Stork Prints
Swanenberg Hydraulic Systems
Tennant
TMC
TomTom
Toyota Material handling
Van Beek

Vanderlande Industries
VDL ETG
Venco Groep
Vitelec
Wärtsilä
Wientjens
WP Haton
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Appendix 3:Interview guide
Interview guide (English)
The goal of the interview is to learn how COMPANY has adapted their business model to offer a product with
a maintenance service utilizing remote capabilities. The focus of the interview will be on the changes that
came with utilizing remote capabilities in the service (monitoring, help-desk, remote maintenance), the
problems COMPANY faced and the hurdles they overcame. Zooming in on the remote service delivery.
The interview is structured in the following way: using business models as guidance first questions about the
customer interface will be asked, followed by questions about the value proposition and infrastructure
management. Then questions about the financial aspects of the remote service. These questions conclude
the part about business models. Next there are questions about customer behavior, customer satisfaction
and the new service development process. Finally questions that span the topics are asked.

Customer interface
Target customer describes the segments of customers a company wants to offer value to
-

Who is the end user in the value chain? And who is your customer?
What are the main business objectives of the end user? And what are the main business objectives
of your customer?
How is the target customer identified?
How was the customer need for remote service capabilities identified and validated?
What kind of market analyses was performed?
Did remote capabilities change the target customers?
What problems did you face with the target customers for remote services?
What lesson did you learn?

Distribution channel describes the various means of the company to get in touch with its customers
-

What is the distribution channel that is used for the products?
What is the distribution channel used for the service?
Is the service department a separate organization? Or how is the service department organized?
What kind of services are there (maintenance, teleservice, monitoring) ?
Are there different channels for the maintenance service, monitoring, teleservice and online support?
Did remote service change the distribution channel?
Did you learn how what the best distribution channel is for remote services? How did you find this
out?

Relationship explains the kind of links a company establishes between itself and its customer segments
-

How would you describe the relationship between the company and their customers?
What is the relationship between the company and the customer? (product-driven, service-driven,
innovation and technology driven, business driven)
What effect had remote capabilities on the relationship with the customer?
Which problems did you encounter when the relationship with the customer changed because of the
remote service? How did you solve them?
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Product/service
Value proposition gives an overall view of the company’s bundle of products and services
-

How is the product/service system integrated?
What is the value of the product/service offering for the customer?
What is the value of the product/service offering for the company?
How do you influence the value for the end customer by delivering a product/service system to your
customer?
How important is the service in the product/service offering?
Are remote capabilities integrated in an existing offering? How are they incorporated? Or is it a new
service offering?
How is the value of remote capabilities quantified?
What kind of problems did you face in developing the value proposition for a product/service system?
What did learn from this?

Infrastructure management
Value configuration describes the arrangement of activities and resources
-

What are key elements of the remote service configuration?
How is the product/service system set up? Or in other words how does the company deliver value to
their customer?
How are the service activities are performed? (monitoring, maintenance, teleservice)
What are important attributes and functional requirements of the service? Or what are the key
performance indicators of the product service offering?
Is the service delivery constantly adapted in response to customer needs and feedback?
What kind of problems did you face in the delivery of the service?
And what about the transparency of the services? What is reported back to the customer? Every
breakdown every minor fix?
Are there non-disclosure agreements in relation to the data that is collected?
What kind of remote connection is it? Is it real time of frequently?
Is there a form of customer self-service?
What was the starting point of the service? And how did it evolve over time? For example from a
teleservice for troubleshooting to a monitoring service and preventive maintenance
What will the future hold for the product/service system?
What was the biggest barrier you faced when operationalizing the product/service system? What did
you learn from this?

Core competency outlines the competencies necessary to execute the company’s business model
-

-

What is the orientation of the company towards goods? And towards services? Is there a product or
a service orientation? And how about the company culture? Describe the culture, is this more
product or service oriented?
Did you have the competencies needed for a service and remote capabilities? What where the
competencies that where needed for a remote service and how did you acquire them?
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-

What did you learn from developing competences for a product service system? What barriers did
you encounter? For example did you need to hire new staff with the competences needed or got the
existing staff a training?

Partner network portrays the network of cooperative agreements with other companies necessary to
efficiently offer and commercialize value
-

Are there other companies or partners involved in the product/service system?
What effect had a remote service on the partner network? Did you need new partners or did the
relationship with existing partners evolve?
Which partners do you have and for which part of the service are they needed?
How did you identify and select you partners? How are these partners used to offer value to your
customers?
How are the partners integrated?
What lessons did you learn from the addition of remote services in relation with your partner
network?

Financial aspects
Cost structure sums up the monetary consequences of the means employed in the business model
-

What was the impact of remote services on the cost structure?
What are the major costs in order to deliver the product/service system?

Revenue model describes the way a company makes money through a variety of revenue flows
-

Which part of the revenue is generated by the products? And which part by the service?
Are the remote capabilities incorporated in an existing service? And so also included in the revenue
of this service?
What was the impact of remote services on the revenue?
Did the utilization of remote capabilities change the pricing of the service or the product?
How did you price the service and how did you know customers were willing to pay?
What did you learn from the customer about the pricing model for a maintenance service utilizing
remote capabilities?
Did remote service create new revenue streams?

Customer behavior and satisfaction
Customer behavior regarding technology infused services
-

How did the customers respond to the remote service?
What did the customers like about the service and the implementation? What did they not like?
Do all customers use teleservice, monitoring and/or online support?
Are there customers who do not use the provided technology infused services? Why is this the case?
What kind of customer support is there for the use of technology infused services? Think of a
training, information available, a help-desk

Customer satisfaction relating to remote services
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-

-

How is the customer satisfaction of the service measured?
What is the impact of remote service on customer satisfaction?
What are important drivers of customer satisfaction? Think about security, reliability, exchange
options, economic benefit, post-provision documentation, individualization, level of process
integration, support services , fast response and financial cover
What is the role of customer support in the customer satisfaction?

New service development
New service development
-

What is the role of the customer in developing an offering? In the case of monitoring?
Through what kind of process are services developed? Iterative, linear
What problems did you encounter when integrating remote capabilities in the service?

Topic spanning questions
- What led to the decision to use remote capabilities; such as monitoring , remote maintenance and
remote service?
- On what is the current business model focused? Products, services, or an integrated solution of
products and services
- What where barriers in using remote capabilities?
- What problems did you solve in using remote services?
- What was the internal resistance to remote services that was encountered?
- Lessons learned?
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Appendix 4: Business models of the cases
Value Proposition
The value proposition focuses on uptime. Their services offer a higher uptime
and remote capabilities are a tool to further improve and deliver the uptime
of the equipment.
I_Site solution improved value proposition through fleet control, process
optimization and remote condition monitoring. Driver damage was detected
and could be reduced. Battery life could be improved and it was made sure
that the customer had the right equipment for their needs.
The added value for the customer is increased uptime, but they do not
perceive it. For E-link the value is asset control. The value for KONE lies in
reducing maintenance cost by better planning preventive maintenance and
decreasing breakdowns.
The value for the customer is a decrease of downtime when a breakdown
occurs. For CSi the value is a decrease of maintenance costs, because of a
decrease in travel time and costs. There is an increased customer loyalty
because of the dedicated solution to decrease their downtime. The remote
repair solutions is a way to keep in touch with their customers.

Customer segments
Installed base

Channels
The service is delivery either directly or through dealers and at Assembléon there is a
separate service organization.

Larger customers in
the installed base

Direct after sales channel, with a service center and online channel. Toyota has a
separate service division. Separate sales department for services.

Installed base

A direct after sales center and the online E-link channel. KONE has a separate service
organization.

Installed base

A separate service organization as direct after sales network. And a remote dial in
connection.

Canon

The value of the self-service portal and remote monitoring and repair is
increased uptime. The managed print service takes over the whole process
and lets customer pay per page. The value of this is taking away the
administrative burden.

Installed base and
new customers in
business and
professional areas

A direct after sales network with a separate sales organization, a helpdesk and an
online channel. Canon also has a separated sales force for services.
They have also dealers for which they provide the services.

Atlas Copco

The value of remote condition monitoring is increasing uptime and
performance while decreasing the administrative burdens for the customers.

A direct after sales network. A separate service is responsible for everything that has
to do with services. A telephone help desk.

Vanderlande

The value proposition of the services focuses on uptime. Remote condition
monitoring is a tool to achieve higher uptime.

Installed base, and
customers with
compressed air
equipment of other
providers
Installed base

Irmato

The value of the remote offering is decreased downtime and a quicker
breakdown response.

Assembléon

Toyota
material
handling
KONE

CSi

Installed base
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Vanderlande has a direct after sales network. The have a separate service
department which includes IT and monitoring. The have a hotline, dial in connection
and online channel.
At the moment there is one service manager how directs the mechanics. In the
future a separate service department will be developed.

Assembléon

Toyota
material
handling
KONE

CSi

Canon

Atlas Copco

Vanderlande

Irmato

Customer relationships

Key activities

They have a strong relationship because the equipment is essential in the production
process of the customer. The relationship intensified because there was an information
exchange and closer cooperation.
Strong relationship, shifted from product to service driven. Discussions are based on
facts. Stronger communication and shared information.

Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance with support center,
remote condition monitoring, remote repair, telefix

Stronger relationship depending on how critical the elevator is for the process of the
customer. Discussion based on facts and E-link based on customer need. The
relationship is becoming more service based.
A strong customer relationship because of the customized solution. With remote repair
is increased. CSi made an effort to minimize customer downtime with a dedicated
connection and solution.
A strong service driven relationship. They provide a printing solution where the
customer pays per page. Canon has a direct sales force maintaining the customer
relationship. With their remote services the customer contact decreases.
When the equipment is critical to the process of the customer the relationship gets
stronger. Atlas Copco focuses on taking away the administrative burden of their
customers. They deliver a performance and they take care of the maintenance. It is
becoming a service driven relationship.
Vanderlande has a strong relationship with their customers. Their high tech customized
solutions create a lock-in effect. Only Vanderlande can supply the remote services. With
remote they can be proactive. The relation focuses on the uptime for the customer.
Irmato has a strong relationship because of the customized solution they offer. The
dedicated remote offerings strengthen the relationship. The remote services are there
to reduce downtime for the customer.
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Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance with a support center and
with mechanics, remote condition monitoring, telefix and the online
information of I_Site.
Preventive maintenance, breakdown with support center and mechanics and
remote condition monitoring. E-link online information and asset control
Preventive maintenance, breakdown service with support center, a remote
repair service and telefix.
Preventive maintenance, Breakdown maintenance, teleservice, remote
condition monitoring, internet portal, software remote repair, remote self
service
Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance with phone support, telefix,
remote condition monitoring.

Preventive maintenance, breakdown maintenance, hotline, remote repair,
remote condition monitoring, remote optimization, remote process
monitoring, internet portal, webcam service.
Preventive maintenances, breakdown maintenance, remote repair, dial in
connection.

Key resources

Key partnerships

Assembléon needed two kinds of resources. They needed the technical
expertise to develop remote services. These technical competences were
present at Assembléon. A service competence was needed. They needed to
market, sell and develop services. This was acquired through experience. Their
IT department needed to have a customer focus. The IT department received a
training for this goal.
Production and technical competences in house to develop the remote service
system. They needed service competences, such as service development,
service marketing and service selling which they developed through experience
by setting up a separate service department.
When a project is successful KONE buys the rights from the partnership and
acquires the competences from that partnerships. KONE needed competences
to develop the module and it needed service competences like service
development, marketing and selling.
Internally there were technical and software competences. The service
competences were developed through experience. These competences were
related to service development, marketing, selling and delivery.

A data crunching competence (transferring all the data received in useful information)
was acquired through a partner. And a partner for the network connection.

Canon

Technical skills for the development were available internally. The difficulty was
in the operational organization. Service marketing, development and sales
competences were needed. Canon acquired these by developing a separate
service organization and hiring people with these competences.

For the development of the remote services Canon did not use partners. The partners
that they use are their dealers, distributors and system integrators. These sell their
products and services.

Atlas Copco

They technical and the service competences that were needed were present
internally at Atlas Copco. They had technical competences to develop the
remote monitoring system and the sales competences to sell the system.
Vanderlande has a lot of technical and service competences. They had all the
competences needed for the development. This ranges from technical and
software competences to develop the system to service development, selling,
marketing and delivery competences.
The technical capabilities for the development were present at Irmato. They
only needed a half day of training to train the customers and operators to be
able to use the dial-in connection.

Atlas Copco does not work with partners. They develop everything internally, but for
the connection with sim-cards they do have a partner.

Assembléon

Toyota
material
handling
KONE

CSi

Vanderlande

Irmato
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Partners for the 3G connection and the development of the telemetry box.

KONE uses partners for the development of new projects. For the development of the
module and for the connection. For the connection they have a partner that provides
sim-cards.
The only partner that is used is the supplier of robotic arms, they have a monitoring
option which CSi sometimes uses. And providers for the connection.

Vanderlande is an internal oriented company that does not make use of partners to
develop.

Irmato does not work with partners. The software in their equipment is customized for
one customer. They alter the software in parts of suppliers.

Assembléon

Cost structure
The remote service reduced maintenance costs related to travel costs and travel
time of engineers.

Toyota
material
handling

The cost for Toyota are development costs and connection costs. Through I_Site
they could reduce the back office costs. There are also internal efficiency
benefits. Maintenance costs are reduced.

KONE

The cost for KONE are connection costs, the cost of the module are almost
negligible and the system is built in the software.

CSi

The cost for CSi are related to the connection and the software licenses and
personnel costs. Through the remote repair service breakdown costs are
reduced for the customer and for CSi.
The cost for Canon are related to the development of the remote services and
the development of the separate service organization. With these services they
were able to reduce the back office costs.

Canon

Atlas Copco

For Atlas Copco the costs are related to the employees that have to be available
24/7. There are also connection costs but these have decrease over the years
and are now almost negligible.

Vanderlande

The costs of Vanderlande are related to the employees that need to be available
24/7 and development for keeping up with the latest technology.

Irmato

The costs of the remote connection are related to the connection module,
employees manning the dial in and the 24/7 availability of the phone service.
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Revenue streams
With remote service there was a change in the distribution of revenue, as the service
allowed for higher margins. The services are build up modular. So every extra service is
on top of the previous one. Customers pay a monthly fee for the remote services. This
fee is about 6% of the full service contract.
Customers pay a monthly fee. I_Site became a new source of revenue. With a high
margin and service revenues are a main contributor of the total revenue. The services
are offered in a modular way. I_site costs 50 euros per site and from 20to 80 euros per
extra forklift depending on what options the customer wants.
Monitoring does not have an effect on the revenue, as customers are expecting the
service and are not willing to pay for it. If you do not have it customers will go to a
competitor. E-link does have an effect as it is a separate service, for a monthly fee.
Services are offered modularly.
The overall revenues did not change. The distribution did change. There is a high
margin with services. The fees for customers are based on expected use and there are
also pre-paid constructions. Services are offered in a modular way.
The new services led to new incremental revenue streams with high margins. With the
managed print service the total revenue is shifting towards a high share of services.

There is an increase in revenue with remote services. With remote services there is a
higher customer share. Atlas Copco delivers more services in that case compared to the
product. With remote condition monitoring the distribution of revenues shifted from
products more towards a higher service share. Customers pay a monthly fee of about
10% of the full responsibility contract.
Vanderlande had no direct effect of the revenue. Customers expect them to have a
remote service. So the effect is more indirect, without the remote service they would
not sell the system. Remote services led to more service orders and the service share of
the total revenue is growing.
The onetime fee comes on top of the system costs. So including it had a relatively low
impact on the total revenue. The remote services led indirectly to more service orders.
This leads to a larger share of service revenue of the total.

Appendix 5:Competence table
Assembléon

Development
of the
remote
solution
Software
competence
Service
development
Service
marketing
Service
selling
Service
delivery

KONE

CSi

Canon

Atlas
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Vanderlande

Irmato

P

Toyota
Material
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P

A

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

A

P

P

P

P
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D
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P

D

D

D

A

D

D
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P
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D

D

A
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D
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P
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Appendix 6:Cusomter satisfaction
Driver of
customer
satisfaction
Uptime
Security
Reliability
Exchange
options
Economic
benefit
Post-provision
documentation
Individualization
Level of process
integration
Support services
Connection
control
Customer
contact
Easy access
Information
provision
Taking away the
administrative
burden

Assembléon

X
X

Toyota
material
handling

KONE

CSi

Canon

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Atlas Vanderlande Irmato
Copco
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
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Appendix 7:Internal research
Tennant company
1. Company description
Tennant is a producer of floor cleaning equipment. They produce several kinds of sweepers and
scrubbers in various sizes. Tennant is an international company with offices across the world. The
sweepers they produce are in the high quality and price end of the market. Tennant is a B2B seller and
reaches their customers directly or via dealers. Their customers are cleaning companies and companies
that clean their own floors. Tennant provides the cleaning equipment for the core business of cleaning
companies. These companies have a high demand on up-time. Next to the equipment Tennant offers
maintenance services. This service is structured in the following way, a customer calls the customer
service, the customer service tries to help the customer by fixing the problem. If this is unsuccessful
customer service will contact a mechanic who will assess the problem and if needed go on site to fix the
problem.
At the moment Tennant is providing a maintenance service for their equipment. In the future they want
to extend the maintenance service by implementing remote capabilities. There are several projects
within Tennant that are looking at remote capabilities. The ASK project is a web based data based where
maintenance and breakdown related questions can be asked and the answer can be found. At the
moment this is an internal database but there are ideas to make this into a customer self-service
database. Another project is Telefix, this project is a teleservice where the customer support tries to fix
the problem of the customer remotely. The last project is IRIS this project revolves around telemetry
data. The goal of IRIS is to help Tennant gather telemetry data via a remote connection. This data can
then be used to optimize the machine use and performance and it can be used to schedule preventive
maintenance and lower breakdowns.

2. Business model
In this chapter the current business model for the product/service offering of Tennant is explained.
2.1. Product value proposition
The value proposition is made up of two parts. On one hand the product and on the other the service.
The value of the cleaning equipment for the customers is that they clean floors. The value of the service
for the customer is in repair and preventive maintenance. Preventive maintenance reduces breakdowns
of the equipment. The value for the customer is in this case a higher up time, and lower maintenance
costs. If a breakdown does occur the repair service helps the customer to fix the machine.
The value of services for Tennant is a sustainable source of revenue and a way for sales to boost product
sales. Preventive maintenance can be planned and with this the cost can be kept low. Preventive
maintenance also reduces the breakdowns. With both preventive maintenance and repairs Tennant
builds customer loyalty if the service is delivered well.
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2.2. Target customer
The customers of Tennant are cleaning companies and companies that perform the floor cleaning
themselves. These customers are identified by the sales and marketing department. Another
segmentation is between Strategic Accounts customers and other customers. Strategic Accounts are
customers that have a high (volume) potential.
Within the customers market segment are identified dependent on where the end user operates. There
are segments like retail, warehousing and logistics, food and beverage etc.
When cleaning equipment is sold the customers become a part of the installed base of Tennant. The
installed base is the target customer for the maintenance services of Tennant. Tennant has also a dealer
network that identifies customers for the cleaning equipment as well as customers for the maintenance
service.
2.3. Distribution channel
Tennant sells their cleaning equipment either directly or through dealers. For the service Tennant
Company has a separate service organization. The service departments are organized per country. Each
country has an separate service organization that stands on its own. In Europe there is one customer
support for all the countries. The customer support answers calls in the native language of the caller.
And the problem is that passed to the mechanics of the country from which the caller is. The service
organizations can also be seen as direct after sales network.

In general the principle is that who sells services the customer. Which means that when the equipment
is sold indirect (by a dealer) this dealer also takes care of the service of the equipment.
2.4. Relationship
The relation with the customer is important when it comes to services. The mechanics have the closest
relationship with the customer at Tennant. Every mechanic has an area that he or she provides
maintenance service for. Over time the mechanics build up strong relationships with the customers they
serve. Sales also plays a role in the customer relationship. Sales tends to focus more on selling products
than on services. Sales is still product driven which results in a more transactional relationship with the
customers. The service organization is proving more relationship-based services like preventive
maintenance and full maintenance contracts.
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For Strategic Accounts and Dealer an account management approach is followed in the relationship with
the customer, which means that the customer has a single point of contract that handles and manages
the relationship between the customer and Tennant.
2.5. Value configuration
The service of Tennant is a maintenance service. This can be either a breakdown repair service or a
preventive maintenance service. With a breakdown the service starts with a call from the customer.
Every call comes in at the customer service center. The customer service center assesses the problem
and dispatches a mechanic if needed. The mechanic orders necessary parts and fixes the problem.
At the moment there are four types of service offerings at Tennant Company. The first is a no contract.
In this case the customer has no contract and pays for every breakdown. Then there is a PROFIX or
PROVAR contract, this includes preventive maintenance and there are optional covered parts, either
against a fixed price (PROFIX) or a discounted variable price (PROVAR).
The two types of service offering include next to preventive maintenance and optional parts coverage
also a response time. This response time can be 24 or 48 hours. The pro contracts can also have a
reduced price on parts and labor. The 24 and 48 pro contracts can be extended to include a guaranteed
usability of machines.
Type of contract

Preventive maintenance

Pro contract
Pro 24 contract
Pro 48 contract

X
X
X

Optional parts
coverage
X
X
X

Response
time
48
24
48

2.6. Core competency
Tennant possess technical and service competences. Each department has its own competences. Sales is
able to sell the products. Services is able to provide a good maintenance service. Striking is the
observation that sales is less successful in selling services to the customers. Or that the service
department is not involved in new product development. It seems that there is no integration of the
different departments.
Tennant is also working on several remote service projects. With these projects new competences are
needed. Which competences are needed and how to acquire these is yet to be determined. These
competences could be for example IT related, legal issues, or data crunching issues.
2.7. Partner network
Tennant Company works with dealerships which are partners that sell the products and services of
Tennant. They are also working on several remote service projects. In time they could need additional
partners to successfully implement a remote service.
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2.8. Cost structure
The costs for the equipment are the development costs and the production costs. For the maintenance
service the costs are made up by the customer support, parts, travel and labor costs. With service
contracts there is a fixed price and then Tennant provides a preventive maintenance service. Preventive
maintenance can be planned efficiently which reduces costs. It also reduces the breakdowns. Reducing
parts and labor costs. The main cost element is the labor cost of which travel time represents 30 – 40%
of the cost.
2.9. Revenue model
The cleaning equipment at Tennant is sold for a fixed price. For the maintenance of these machines
there are several options. One option is no contract. This means that if there is a breakdown the
customer has to pay for parts as well as labor hours. Then there are service contracts (figure 1) for which
customers pay a monthly fee. Depending on the contract there is a response time of 24 or 48 hours and
there is coverage of different parts.
Tennant can generate more money by:
 Selling more service contracts
 Performing more non contract service for customer with our without a service contract

3. Customer response
The customer response to the offering of Tennant is good according to Tennant employees, as no
measurement is in place yet to measure the customer satisfaction of the customer. Tennant is in the
high segment of cleaning equipment. Compared to their competitors the price of Tennant equipment
and service is high. The price relates to a high quality of equipment backed up by an excellent service
organization. As a consequence of being in the high segment the customers demand a quick response
from the maintenance service even when they are no contract customers. Customers expect a response
ranging from say day response (for contract cleaners) up to a response time time of 48 hours, but with
the low segment competitors they expect and expect response times from more than a week.
When the customers have a problem they want to be helped by a mechanic on site. The customer
service first tries to help the customers, but customers prefer that their problem is directly sent to a
mechanic. Overall customers are satisfied with the cleaning equipment of Tennant and with the related
maintenance services.
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Appendix 8:Case comparison of the implementation
Implementation path
In this chapter the implementation and the development of a service utilizing remote capabilities is
discussed. The barriers the different companies faced and the solutions to these. When looking at the
implementation of the remote solutions there are a view topics that are reoccur in most cases. First of
all is the decision that led to the development. Then there is the service organization, transparency and
security issues. Finally there are revenue models and the willingness to pay.
Development decision
What led to decision of starting to develop a remote solution? With KONE the answer is simple there
were new regulations. For the rest of the companies the development was internally driven. First of all
with these solutions there were internal efficiency benefits to be obtain. Then during the development
the companies realized that this could be something that is interesting for the customers. So then the
focus shifted towards remote services with value towards the customer.
There was one exception, Canon did not only develop it for internal efficiency reasons they also wanted
to create new revenues with remote services.
Versions
In the case of Toyota it is made the clearest. The first version of the telemetry data was really internally
driven. In this case there were only basic measurements. The customers did not see the value of this
solution. So in the second and third version Toyota started to work together with their customers to
create a solution that did fit the customer need. These versions did sell because the customer saw the
value of the solution. With the final version information was made available to the customer in a web
solution. Allowing the customer to control their fleet. The most important part of this was the driver ID
and collision detection because for the customer the biggest costs were driver damage. With the latest
version of I_Site the driver damage could be reduced for the customer. This was also the case for other
companies. The first version is developed internally and does not fit the customer need. With later
versions the customer is involved in the development. Then it does fit the customer need and customers
are willing to pay.
Customer involvement is present in every case in the way that fist an internal solution is developed, but
this solution does not sell. Then together with the customers the solution is improved to fit the needs of
the customer. That version does sell as the value for the customer can be made clear.
Key accounts
Toyota used their key accounts to develop their telemetry and I_Site solution. These accounts
represented the biggest fleets, and for them the fleet management and driver damage control were
important. So together with their key account the developed a solution ensuring that their customers
would see the value and that the service was a solution to a customer need.
Canon also used their key accounts to develop a safe solution which their customers would accept.
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Service organization
All the companies have a separate service organization expect for Irmato but they are planning to
develop one in the future. This was needed to be able to sell the services. Services differ from products
in their organization, marketing, delivering and selling. When all done through the same channel or by
the same department it is not done optimally. With a separate service organization one can create the
best environment to develop, organize, market, sell and deliver services. Remote services differ from
normal services. So when adding new services one should think about what the best solution is in order
to develop, organize, market, deliver and sell them. The separate service organizations were needed to
foster the service culture opposed to the product oriented culture that the rest of the company still had.
Sales Organization
Not only are there separate departments for services, but Toyota even had a separate unit for selling the
I_Site solution. Remote services differ from normal services. Canon also developed a sales force to sell
services. With the development of remote services they noticed that the services were not being sold by
the sales team. They evaluated the whole sales team and identified the product and service-oriented
sales people. They then separated the sales force where product oriented people would sell products
and service oriented people would sell services. To further strengthen the sales of services they
redistributed the target earnings.
Connection security and sensitive information
Problems almost every company faced with remote solutions was the confidentiality of the information
and the security of the connection. Customers did not feel comfortable with the idea of a connection
between them and the companies. Assembléon, Toyota, CSi, Irmato decided to leave the control over
the connection with the customer. Assembléon really put in a physical switch that the customer had to
turn in order to make a connection. With Toyota customers could decide when to connect and sent data.
And with CSi customers could simply pull out the internet cable the same goes for Irmato. This gave
customers a sense of control over the connection. This also led to a customer decision of when and how
often to connect. With exception of KONE how has a continue connection because of regulations the
connection was made frequently. Most of the time this was once a day or once a week, but in the case
of CSi this could also be only when a breakdown occurred. For Atlas Copco the connection control was
based on the criticality of the equipment. For critical customers they demand a continuous connection,
less critical customers can connect frequently. For Canon it also depends on the customer and the
monitoring they want. Consumables monitoring such as paper and toner can be frequently but condition
monitoring is continuous. Vanderlande delivers uptime and they use monitoring as a cost efficient way
to ensure the uptime. They have a continuous connection, especially for critical customers. To make
customers feel safe about the connection, separate networks, firewalls and VPN connections are used.
With the telemetry solutions information is gathered and customers do not like this. Depending on the
kind of information companies faced non-disclosures and confidentiality agreements and for their data
storage there were strict access rules. KONE said they did not have this problem because the data they
gather was no process data. It was data about the elevator performance. And the usage data they did
collect was not sensitive. For CSi the data was a bit more sensitive, they are in the end of the production
line in palletizing and packaging. So they did have to sign confidentialities and responsibility contracts.
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Assembléon had the most trouble with this as they were able to identify whole production processes of
customers. Whereas the data Toyota collected had to do with driver IDs and collisions. So in this case
good agreements were also necessary. For CSi and Irmato non-disclosure agreements are signed at the
beginning of the project. With remote services these agreements were elaborated. Atlas Copco also
signs non-disclosures and Vanderlande does so as well.
Assembléon encountered another problem. When they were setting up the connection they had to
work together with the IT department of the customer, this meant that their IT department had to
adapt to a customer focused way of working. Other company set the connections up themselves
without the IT department of the customer. KONE and Vanderlande decided to build a separate network
for their remote connection. This because their customers then could not relate network problems with
their remote connections. CSI and Irmato set the connection up and then make the customer
responsible.
Assembléon
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agreements
Connection control
with the customer
or with the company
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connection/frequent
connection
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firewalls and VPN
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Firewalls

Firewalls
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Revenue models
All the revenue models are based on a modular services set up. This means that first there is a
breakdown service that a customer can take, then also preventive maintenance, then monitoring or
remote services. Every new service is on top of the other services. Each company also has monthly fees
for the service contracts. And for most remote services there is a onetime connection cost and then a
monthly fee. Most of the fees are based on the expected use of the service.
CSi has experimented with a type of pre-paid contract. With this contract a customer can buy pre-paid
remote breakdown repair assistance. So they can buy an amount of hours that they can use calling the
helpdesk and for the remote log in of the machine. This method works for smaller customers that do not
call often. Canon has a nothing is free policy. Which means that for every extra service the customer has
to pay more. Vanderlande has a hotline. This hotline is a paid service which makes experts and the
knowledge base of Vanderlande available. Assembléon experimented with a no cure no pay model. But
this backfired because they operate in a price sensitive market. Their customers compete in cost price.
So with no cure no pay they got endless price discussions. If the repair worked, they did wanted to pay
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less. And what about when it did not work? Or took more time? Every time there were price discussions.
So they did not implement a no cure no pay model. The exception in payment models is Irmato. They
only charge a onetime connection cost, but in the future the will be looking at the possibility of service
contracts with a monthly fee for remote services.
Transparency
In regard to transparency a company has to make a decision. Be fully transparent in showing all the
information to the customer or deliver the performance and to not show what is behind the scenes.
Toyota, CSi, KONE, Atlas Copco, Irmato and Canon try to be fully transparent towards their customer.
This ensures trust and lets the customer see based on facts that they deliver what they promise. They
show the breakdowns, maintenance, performance, usage, all the information that is available is shown.
For Assembléon this is not the case. They struggled with transparency, because when they deliver a
good product and monitor it they do not have to service it that much. So the customer said “then the
price of the service can go down”. So they are finding a balance in what to report back to the customer
in order to prevent a price discussion.
Vanderlande is not fully transparent because the only thing the customers care about is the uptime.
How we do it and what goes on behind the scenes is our business. Even if Vanderlande would provide
that information the customer would not understand it because most of the time it is technical
information.
Internal resistance
KONE, CSi, Irmato, Atlas Copco and Vanderlande did not encounter internal resistance. For KONE this
was because of the regulations that demanded a speak-listen connection and for CSi this was because
software engineers developed a remote solution on their own for one project and then the company
recognized the benefits and developed it for every project and customer.
For Assembléon and Toyota there was internal resistance. The resistance of Assembléon came from not
believing new services could be marketed. They overcame the resistance by piloting the service and by
showing that is was sellable and marketable. For Toyota there was resistance from the sales force. They
had a product-selling focus, so did not want to sell services. Toyota overcame this by assessing their
sales force. Then two categories were made product centered and service centered sales people. So
they divided the sales force and one part went on to sell products and the other sold services. Canon
also had internal resistance which they solved by setting up a separate service department. They found
out that proving the concept worked was the best way to get every regional sales headquarters to adopt
the same methods. They used pilots to prove that their concepts worked.

Customer response
The customer response is important when it comes to services. In this chapter the focus lies on the
customer response to a service utilizing remote capabilities. With the customer response there several
topics, customer contact and customer satisfaction and willingness to pay.
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Customer contact
With remote services there is less customer contact. Customers do not like this. So each company had a
strategy to counter the loss of customer contact. This was focused around preventive maintenance. This
became fixed moments of customer contact. Several times a year the customer was first called to
schedule maintenance and then mechanics went to site to execute the maintenance. Companies also
used the information they gathered to present a report. This also became a fixed moment of customer
contact.
KONE tried to use monitoring to change their way of working. Normally they would service an elevator
three four times a year tackling each time a part of the elevator. With monitoring they tried to do all the
maintenance once a year and then they only came when the system told it was needed. This approach
led to less breakdowns and better elevator performance, but the customers did not like it. The felt the
elevators were less safe as before because they saw KONE only once a year. The feeling for them was
not right. So KONE was forced to change back. This example underlines the importance of customer
contact and in keeping customer contact when implementing remote solutions.
Willingness to pay examples
With remote services customers have difficulties in seeing the added value resulting in no willingness to
pay for the services. In most cases the companies faced this. One solution was to work together with the
customer to develop a solution that fit their need also, instead of only the internal efficiency need.
Because with a lot of the first versions that were developed internally customers perceived them as one
sided. They only had benefits for the customer so why pay for them. When customers are involved they
see the value of the service. Another solution was to work with examples. To show the customer with a
clear example what the benefit would be. For the customers downtime of their equipment is expensive,
so be letting them see what their down cost would be and showing them they could lower it with a
remote service. They became aware of the value of the services.
Customer satisfaction
From a customer satisfaction point of view companies are not really measuring the effect that the
remote services had on satisfaction. The remote project are being developed over a long period of time
and they slowly became part of their offering. When companies are measuring satisfaction it is mostly
about the product or about the whole service, but no measurements about the satisfaction with remote
services.
For customer satisfaction the uptime refers to the uptime of the equipment of the customer. With
security the security of the remote connection and the information is meant. Reliability has to do with
the reliability of the remote system. The exchange options for communication that exist between the
customer and services provided are also an driver of customer satisfaction. The same holds for the
economic benefit of the service and the post provision documentation of the service. Individualization
refers to the effort of the provider to give an individual treatment to their customers. The driver level of
process integration refers to the way remote service processes are integrated in the working procedures.
Support service refers to the additional assistance like customer education and instructions for them to
work with remote services. Connection control is the explained as that the control over the connection
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lies with the customer. With remote services customer contact decreases so customer contact is an
important driver of the satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Easy access and information provision are related
with the information webportal. Customers want all kinds of information about their equipment and this
should be easily assessable. Finally customers like it when companies take away their administrative
burden. Customers only want the uptime and leave the rest for the service provider.
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